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ABSTRACT

Due to the competitive nature of servi ce industries , firms are often required to make

sound business decisions in short periods. Errors in marketing and operati ons strategies can

result in loss of time and money. Although computer simulation can aid in evaluating potential

busin ess models before they are deployed, the problem of making intelligent decisions becomes

central to modelling rational behavi our of firms.

A multi-agent based gaming framework is proposed around a market model for service

providers, where decisions as to how to allocate revenue are made using a multi-criteri a

optimi zation approach. Kalman filte ring is investigated as a means for estimating unknown

parameters within the model , and basic consumer behaviour heuristics are implemented for

reacting to market conditions.

The study demonstrates that although a more sophisticated business model

implementation is necessary to exhibit realistic behaviour, based on initial evaluation, the

framework comprising its core technologies is capable of facilitating such models.

Keywords: Multi-agent system; Multi-criteria optimization; Kalman filter; Gaming; Simulation.
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"Success is not final, fai lure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that counts. "

-Winston Churchill
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1 INTRODUCTION

This research is aimed at the design and deve lopment of a gaming framework for multi

agent simulations - specifical ly for the appli cation of modelling the decision making behaviour of

var ious markets in the service industry.

Conventionally, market behaviour in economic systems has been described

mathemati cally, with firms having access to all relevant information, and analyzed at equilibrium

conditions. Deviations from these ideal circumstances are omitted as exoge nous effects [van den

Bergh et aI. , 2002], or uncertainties. However, many more factors go into the dynamics of

representing market behaviour, including the market microstructure (i.e. the organizati on of the

market being modelled), and the firms' specific circumstances (e.g. attitude towards risk). [van

den Bergh et aI., 2002]. A more versatile modelling method is needed to represent the diverse set

of behaviours, perceptions, and decision rules of multiple stakeholders in a market. We look at

the use of the multi-agent paradigm as a possible alternative.

A distributed multi-agent system could for example help to simulate a competitive

network service market in a metropolitan area. The proposed architecture is expected to provide

the core technologies necessary to facilitate a business model and determine the effectiveness of a

service provider' s marketing strateg ies, as a means of business dec ision improvement. In this

study the scope is limited to competitive oligopolistic service industries . Although we develop a

genera l approach, for better clarity in what follows, we refer to this market using

telecommunications business as a backdrop. Still, we believe that our method is equally

applicable to other sectors of the economy, including such network service industries as airlines

and financial services.



The global effort is to understand how multi-agent systems can be designed and

implemented to support business market models, with focus on the technologies that allow for

automated decision making. The framework is built around a yet untested model for firm

behaviour that has been stripped down to its fundamental function of budget allocation so as to

reduce complexity and enable better analysis of the implemented technologies.

1.1 Objectives

This research is positioned around the investigation of three particular problems in the

simulation of competitive service industries, stemming from [Kyrylov et aI., 2003] and [Kyrylov

& Bonanni, 2006]. These include market decision making and modelling of consumer behaviour.

The third problem, stemming from the former, is that of identification of unknown parameters of

optimality criteria.

1.1.1 Market Decision Making

In order for firms to better allocate operational costs in seeking optimal gains, they must

effectively balance various criteria which may consist of gains and risk. We identify possible

criteria and propose a method for decision making, i.e. distribution amongst operational expenses.

1.1.2 Identifying Parameters of Optimality Criteria

In the existing business model [Kyrylov & Bonanni, 2006], optimality criteria contain

several unknown parameters that must be estimated. We investigate Kalman filtering as a

possible technique for converging on these parameters.

1.1.3 Modelling Consumer Behaviour

Consumer behaviour represents a reactive model where consumers exhibit transition

between a given set of states. The aim here is to fill in a gap present in the existing approach and

implement reasonable heuristics for assigning these transitions.

2



1.2 Chapter Overview

Chapter 2 offers an overall scope of the problem as well as background information on

multi-agent systems and their application to competitive market modelling and simulation.

Chapter 3 outlines the competitive business and consumer models . Chapter 4 describes the

framework implementation. Chapter 5 details the simulation outcomes, and Chapter 6 provides

concluding remarks and potential for future research.
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2 PROBLEM DEFINITION

The s im ulat ion of market beha viour is an expanding rese arch area. To day, market

modelling and simulation is used in applied research, education , training, and to a lesser extent in

real-life decision mak ing [Raczynsk i, 2006], [M archi , 2005] . New techniques are being explored

due to the fact that the use of traditional computational mathematics has shown we akn esses in its

abiIity to pred ict certain market patterns; particul arl y those that result from the choices made by

interacting stakeho lders in a mark et [Streltchenko et aI., 2003]. Int elli gent multi-agent systems

have been looked at as a possible means of facilitating the interactions between such

stakeho lders; i.e . agents with possibl y conflicting objectives.

T he advantage for using multi-agents is that simul ated markets can be populated with

agents that are completely different with respect to their dec ision models, and the consequences

based on investor beh aviour ca n be analyzed. T his is much more difficult with traditional

s im ulation techniques.

In our study we use multi-agent s imulation in an effort to ob serve generic market trend s

in the competitive service industry that would justify our ch osen use of technologies to support

the complex ities of fi rm decision making.

2.1 Research Classification

Our research does not attem pt to challenge any existing knowledge in the field of

artificial intelligence or computing science, but rather it is see king to build upon what is presently

kno w n about multi-agent systems , and attempting to find a viable so lut ion to the proposed

objectives.
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A lthough there is clearly a strong applied component, there is also an important

conceptual element. Thi s stems from the und erlying theory that machines can be utilized to

effectively model human decision making behaviour.

Thi s research effort is primarily exploratory in nature, although there is also a predictive

co mponent. It is predictive in the sense that it see ks to reliably determine the actions of various

ag ents and the outcom es that the se actions have on their environment and each other. It is

exploratory in the sense that it also seeks to understand how technol ogy can be utilized in

business s im ulation ga mes, in order to improve the deci sion making process. In addition, the

problem of market modelling simul ation currently has no closely tied benchmark with which to

compare against and its tru e scope is yet unclear.

In order to explain the impact and benefits that such a simulation would pose one mu st

understand w hat software agents are and ho w they are typically deployed. Due to the vary ing

roles that age nts can play, it is difficult to provide a formal definition. However agents do share

se vera l general characteristics:

• Autonomy - agents are able to op erate on their own

• Social ability - agents are able to co mm unica te with each other

• Reactivity - agents operate within an "environment", and make dec isions based

on their own perception of this environment

• Proactivity - agents have objectives, and may initiate actions to achieve their

goals

Essentially, an ag ent is a computer sy stem that, in addition to having these properties, is

either conceptual ized or implemented using concepts that are more usually applied to humans

[Shoharn, 1993]. In a multi-agent system, as the name su gge sts, many suc h intell igent agents

interact with each other.

Thi s research has potential for future social value. For example, the technology could be

developed into a business game. This could serve as an edu cational tool for training decision

makers in improving competitive strategies and business deci sion s [Dobson & Kyrylov, 2004].

5



The conceptual value is also of benefit to the artificial intelligence research community. The

framework potentially can serve to demonstrate how multi-agents can be implemented and

effectively utilized for modelling firms, which can aid in future research.

2.2 Competitive Business Simulation Domain

Business modelling allows for business processes to be expressed in forms that are

suitable for analysis of their properties. This can aid managers in better understanding why

certain phenomena occur within the business process. However, model complexities and time

constraints can limit the ability of firms to fully test business strategies before actually deploying

them, which can result in costly errors. Automat ed computer simulation can help alleviate these

constraint s and can be used in the competitive serv ice industries to help in forecasting market

trends as well as risk management.

Risk management implies that firms must balance their efforts of gaining returns against

certain pitfalls. Therefore an automated market simulation game must be capable of selecting

actions on behalf of firms that lead to performan ce that reflects the attitud e of the firm. For

example, a firm may choose to be more aggressive in gaining market share at the cost of

assuming greater risk. This could manifest through the borrowing of funds in order to spend

more on business operations. Since all firms are operating in the same market, their individual

goa ls may also conflict with each other. This hints at the need for some kind of multi-criteri a

decision making module that can select optimal alternatives against various criteria.

The actions taken are the investments made by firms that may include expenditures in

various operational costs and loans. Since the competitive service industry we are dealing with is

oligopolistic in nature, firms would likely be forecasting the behaviour of their competitors when

making decisions since they would have significant effect on the market. Thus , the decision

making module within the simulation should be able to account for this information.

The existing market model [Kyrylov & Bonann i, 2006] that we base our framework

around has introduced the market gaining optimality criterion that is necessa ry for firms to utilize

the percept ions of their competitors' actions to compute the state of the market. This criterion

6



however co ntai ns sever al unk nown co nstants re flec ting uncertainties that may exis t In the

decision space. In the s imulat ion domain, we wo uld like to represent these parameters as

accurately as possible so as to im prove the decision making process. Th at is, we would like to

obtai n an es timate of the tru e state of the criterion even though we ca nno t ma ke a direct

me asu rem ent. S ince the criter ia in the market dom a in are most ce rta inly non - linear , the method

for estima ting the param eters sho uld be able to handle suc h pro cesses (i.e. those obj ec tive

functio ns that firms wish to op timize) .

In the serv ice indust ries , deci sions as to how to invest in operational expenses are all

geared towards drawing in c lients an d maintaining the co ns umer base. W hen we look at

indu st ries suc h as telecommuni cati on s, firms are all offering very s imilar product s a t co mpa rable

price points . They rely on prom otion s and qu al ity of serv ice to att rac t clien te le. T hes e fa ctor s

sho uld then affe ct how co nsumers behave and react in the market. In addit ion, consumers'

deci sion s may be affected by their ove rall experience wi th one firm or another. This implies that

they should be designed to inco rporate so me form of memory of their exper iences . For example,

if a cus tomer ex per iences multiple o utages in Inte rne t service wi th their provid er over a period of

tim e , they may eventua lly swi tc h to another co mpa ny offe ring s imilar serv ice .

A g loba l consideration we have to make with regar ds to all of the fram ework co m ponents

is that of the computing power required to run ma rket sce narios reliably and in timely fashion.

Th ou gh cond ucting a performan ce evalua t ion of the impl em ented algo rithm s is beyon d the ex te nt

of thi s study, our main goal her e is j ust to scale our framework with reason able ex pec ta tions wi th

resp ect to s imu lation run-times.

Fina lly , we want the outco mes of the compet it ive se rv ice industry game s im ulat ions to

exhibit so me simp le trend s that ar e refl ecti ve of the rea l world. The most fundam ental o f w hich

is that increased spend ing on o peratio na l costs lead s to bett er co nsume r sa tisfaction and thu s

g rea te r gai ns . Likewise, inc rea se d borrowing offunds wo uld lead to greate r risk.

7



2.2 .1 Valida tion of Modelling Methodology

We expect that market behav iours as those we have described would manifest as a result

of games played aga inst each other by the firms. This form of modell ing methodology involves

comparing exhibited behaviour against our qualit ative assertions. The validity of these assertions

stems from common sense. They serve as rough guides as to what kind of tendencies should be

demonstrated by the market at large. We reiterate that our focus is on the technol ogies that may

support competitiv e service industry games, and not on the intricacies of the market models

themselves.

2.2.2 Research Questions

Having outlined the various requir ement s of the market simulation domain, we arrive at

severa l questions that the framework is aimed at address ing. The first of which is what kind of

gene ral technical framework is capable of supporting such a market game? We have multiple

actors that are pursuing both individual goals as well as com peting aga inst each other. In

addition, the simulation should be autonomous such that human interaction is only required for

calibration and analysis.

The seco nd question is how to model rational decisions by firms based on criteria that

may involve conflicting goa ls? While firms attempt to distribute their budget to gain market

share, they also should consider the risk assoc iated with the costs involved. The implementation

should be flexible enough to support any type of modelled criteria, as well as firms' individual

attitudes (i.e. partiality) towards those criteria.

The third question is how to optima lly estimate unknown parameters existin g within the

optimality criteria used for decision making? The method to achieve this should seek to

minimize the possible estimation error, while also being computationally efficie nt.

The fourth question is how to model fundamental features of consumer behaviour in a

service industry? Given that there are computational limitations, the framework cannot model

individual consumers. Rather, it may encompass the general reactions that the consumer base as

a whole would exhibit as a response to the actions taken by serv ice providers.

8



In order to better demonstrate the nature of the problem addressed in this thesis, below

we provide an overview of multi-agent systems and highlight the features that are most important

to this study.

2.3 Multi-Agent Systems

2.3.1 Overview

Before delving into the theory of multi-agent systems, we provide a brief overv iew of the

design process for our framework to help offer a context at the technology level. Design,

development, and testing of the architecture follows loosely from the standard spiral model of the

software development lifecycle [Boehm, 1986].

Figure 1: A Spiral Model

Prototype

Anal y sis

/ Dep 10Yrn e nt

Implementation

This is an iterative approach whereby results of trial simulations are fine tuned at each

stage. From a full scale prototype , inputs of the model could be adjusted to reflect suggestions

made by market analysts to enhance the realism of the simulations. For preliminary analysis, an

existing economic model that is reduced to include limited optimality criteria and other

parameters is used to dictate system behaviou r.

As a potentially distributed system, the overall high-level design would be comprised of

various structural components, including a basic game server and clients. A database and some

form of report generator would be used for statistical analysis.
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Figure 2: Client/Server Architecture
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T he server applica t ion wo uld s im ulate as pec ts of the telecommunicat ion market and

fac ilita te the foll owing:

• ac tio ns executed by players

• regi ster the entire model pro cess parameter s sufficient for the evaluati on of

players strategy effec tive ness

• supp ort the entry and upd ate of the model parameters

• include the program which im plements the algorithms reflect ing the bu siness

logi c as mar ket subjects

• execute simul ation run s in different modes of operation

• support user interface fo r enter ing da ta and viewing param eters of the model and

its major components

Each client a pplica t ion represen ts a s ing le ma rke t player. Th e cli ent applica tion mu st:

• get the curren t ma rke t info rmat ion fro m the server

• fo recast ch anges of market state, evaluate possibl e alternatives, and ac tion

deci sion s (deci s ion mu st be rationa l accord ing to the criteria defin ing the player

stra tegy)

• s imula te the player be hav iour on the market
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• include a program which implements the algorithms reflecting the bus iness logic

of telecommunication service providers as market subj ects

A database would be used to store conditionally-constant model input par ameters and

results of s imulation run s. The rep ort generator would allow for g raphica l results of s im ulatio n

run s.

With respect to resources, as computing power is finite, several model simplifications

mu st be made. In addition, for future research the aid of a business ana lys t would serve to playa

criti cal role in refinement of the sy stem, as well as tailoring to different applications.

2.3.2 Application to Competitive Markets

In order to design the agents, we must fir st provide a contex t by which they will operate.

As a simulation, boundaries as well as an overall scope mu st be defined. To alleviate

complexities that may arise in designing such a s imulation, we construct the architecture around a

multi-player game like sce nario in w hich the following properties hold :

• T he game involves two pla yers

• Players have attributes which may change throughout the course of a game

• Players take turns in whi ch vario us actions are made available to them

• The game ends after a user specified number of turns

Essentially, ea ch turn represents a fixed period of tim e. Due to the s imulated nature of

the game, ea ch player alt ernates moves , however at each turn the actions are based on prior turn

histo ry . For example, consider the third turn of a two player game. After player I makes his /h er

actions, player 2 will follow - but player l 's actions at turn three will have no effect on that of

player 2 's - i.e. player 2 will make moves based only on the events at steps I and 2. Agents have

full kn owledge of their own prior history; however they onl y have p erceived knowledge of their

opponents.

The actions made by players are also based on perceptions of an environment. The

environment is a global s pace by which all agents operate within.
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Figure 3: High-level Multi-Agent Structure
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At eac h turn, the age nts will collect information from the en vironment. Each agent has

its ow n perception of the state of the env ironme nt. These percepts are then processed by the

age nt whi ch ge ne rates a se t of ac tions to perform. Upo n ex ecut ing the ac tions, the environme nt is

changed, as are eac h age nt's perc eptions of the envir onment. Thus we ca n see that w ith N age nts,

we must maintain N+ 1 states of the en vi ronment; i.e . the tr ue view of the envi ronment , along

with ea ch age nt's perceived view. In term s of the rea l world as pect, this is logical , bec ause

telecommunications co mpanies may not have all the informa tion at hand about what their riva ls

are investing in, in terms of infrast ruct ure etc. T he refore, they may wish to spe nd revenue on

gai ning a clearer vie w of the sta te of the envi ronmen t.

T he env iro nment is made up of firms ' perce ived state of kn owledge of their co mpetito rs

as well as the market state. The ma rket state is essent ially the customer base com prising

co ns ume rs ex hib iting react ive beh aviours. T hese behav iours ma nifes t the mse lves suc h that eac h

ind ividual customer may subscribe for the service offered by so me fin n , keeps using that se rv ice

or leaves and poss ibly defects to a co mpe titor. T hus player act ions ca n affec t the infl ow and

outfl ow of consumers. From an algor ithm ic standpo int, this ca n be vie wed as a two dimensional

grid, wi th eac h ce ll rep rese nting a ce rtai n popul at ion de ns ity and fixed area (as show n in Figu re

4) .
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Figure 4: Expanded Market Geography
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T he geographica l area is necessary in order to determine the range of service that various

facilities ca n cover. In particul ar , for the telecommunication services market , these faciliti es

include unmanned ca ble/DSL 'offices' and/or towers wi th wireless transponders.

In order to process se nso ry input (i .e. pe rce pts) , age nts have defin ed goals that may

continuo us ly change a long the co urse of a game . These goals must be pre-defined at the s tart of a

ga me , but age nts may change the ir goals based on perceptions fro m the env ironmen t. The

se lection of ac tions co uld be based on the entire percept sequence history, i.e. a ll ac tions take n to

date, or a spec ified num ber of prior turn s, dep endi ng on the selected goal. Possible lon g-term

goa ls include ga ining market sha re, ma ximizin g profits, and minimi zing ex pense s.

The defin ition of a goal ca n essent ially be abstrac ted as a perfor mance measu re. T his is

the criterion for success of an age nt's behav iour [Ru ssell & No rvig, 2003 ]. If the en vironm ent

responds with a desirable sequence of states based on an agent's ac tions, then the agent has

perform ed we ll. Obvious ly, we wo uld like to maximi ze the performan ce measure, however th is

is not the so le criter ion for an optima lly functio ning age nt. For an age nt to perform rationally, i.e.

do what we wa nt it to do, there are fo ur main contr ibuting fact ors :

• Th e perform an ce measure

• Th e age nt's prior knowl edge of the env ironment

• Th e available actions

• The agent's percept sequence to da te
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Once we know wh at environme nt the age nts are operating upon to ach ieve their goa ls, we

can spec ify a task env ironme nt. Th is is basicall y the probl em to which we wan t the agen ts to be

solutions . Th e task en vironment is made up of the performance measure, environme nt, and

actuators and sensors. The properties of the task environment are as foll ows:

• Fully vs. partially obser vable - Do sensors detect all aspects ofthe environment?

T he en vironment is partially obse rvable because the ag ent's senso rs may not

det ect all as pects that are rele vant to the choice of act ion.

• Deterministic vs. stochastic - Is the environment 's next state determined

completely by the current state and actions taken? The environment is stoc hastic

from the po int of view of the ag ent in the se nse that co mpanies ca nnot predi ct the

market beh aviour exact ly . In terms of the mod el architecture though it is

determini stic because the en vir onment is determined by the curre nt state and the

ac t ions of the play ers.

• Episodic vs. sequential - Episodic agent 's experiences are independent of each

other. The environme nt is sequential because the current agent decisi on could

affect all fut ure deci sion s and sho rt term ac tio ns cou ld have long term effects on

the world model.

• Static vs. dynamic environments - Dynamic environments are able to change

while agents are deciding what to do. In the real world scenario th is would

clea rly be dyn amic as markets do not wa it for firm s before ac ting - however for

s implicity the simul ati on mod el will be static - hence the ' turn-based game '

arc hitec ture.

• Discrete vs. continuous - The sys tem is discrete due to the finite number of

percepts and actions.

• Single agent vs. multi-agent - Here we have a competit ive multi -agent

env ironme nt because play ers have co nfl icting goa ls.
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Figure 5: Internal Agent Structure
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Figure 5 (abo ve) outlin es the basic structure of an agent. Aside from utilizing current

percepts and the percept history, they rely on the goa l information to describe the desirable states.

In addition to goa ls, a utility function may be necessary to explicitly quantify the measure of their

performance. However, this would not change the overall structure of the agent. AIso, a

mechanism for learning may be incorporated in orde r to allow the agent to automatically improve

its decisions over the course of the game. This would involve the addition of a feedb ack module

that informs the agent' s learning component of its progress with respect to a fixed performance

standard.

Figure 6: Learning Agent
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An agent can only learn if it tries actions that may not always be considered ' optimal' .

To account for this, a problem generator module would be needed in order to sugges t possible

'exp loratory' actions that would lead to alternate pathways. While these paths may be sub

optimal, they could also potentially lead to much better actions in the long term.

AIt of the decision making processes of an agent occur within the black-box shown in the

high-level multi-agent structure. Some mechanism must be in place to decipher what moves to

take at each step in the game. It is the jo b of this mechanism or agent-function to map any given

percept sequence into an act ion or set of actions. For our real-world simulation, such actions

could include investing revenue on promotions, expansion (building new facilities), maintaining

qual ity of serv ice, modifying services (price, content), paying dividends, and/or borrowing funds.

In addition, an agent must be able to decipher when is the best time to invest in market research,

which would effectively expand its view of the environment. Due to the large number of

parameters, all of these actions have the potential to be far too complex for a computer or even a

parallel multi-processor system. Although we would like the agent to se lect the optimal action

parameters to achieve its goa ls, we are constrained by the given computing power, time

constraints, and resource constraints.

There are many A[ techniques that are geared towards searching for an optimal path - i.e.

a sequence of states connected by a sequence of actions that leads to a goa l state. However, most

of these methods are typically oriented for scenarios with observable and deterministic

environments. Also, the effectiveness of such algorithms is highly dependent on the number of

steps ahead that can be forecasted and maintained in memory. This is clearly not an appropriate

direction for our purposes.

Due to the multi-agent nature of the simulation, it is not possible to look ahead many

steps with a great deal of reliability since other agents are constantly changing the environment

with their own actions. Although agents have their own perception of the environment, and can

make logical , educated, guesses as to what their competitors may be likely to do next, the

probability of finding a good solution decreases exponentially the further we attempt to look

ahead in the search tree. This is because we would only be making guesses as to what state the
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environment would be in from a proposed action . In contrast, consider a game of chess. Here,

there is no guess work at all - we know exactly what the state of the game board will be if we

move piece A to position B.

With games like chess we could also attempt to apply a recursive minimax like search

algorithm [Russell & Norv ig, 2003] to follow the paths resulting in the alternating turns of the

players assuming that each player is playing optimally. This form of adversarial search strategy

is aimed at maximizing the goal utility, while minimizing the utility of opponent turns. However ,

even with optimizations like alpha-beta pruning which attempt to cut down on the size of the

search tree, this is not applicable to a full game of chess, as the search space would still be

enormou sly large. Thus searching decision trees in chess is only possible for just several moves

ahead. With a simulation like the market game, searching a decision tree is even less feasible

because moves made by the players may involve multiple actions with multiple parameters. In

addition , market games of this class may involve several players, thus increasing the complexity

of the decision tree at an exponential rate. This effectively rules out the possibility of applying an

algorithm dependant on decision tree search.

A more logical approach is to construct an agent that utilizes a set of heuristics, and

gradually fine tune the heuristic parameters based on trial and error. An online search agent is

best suited for this purpose. With an online agent, computations and actions are interleaved.

First, an action is taken, and then the agent observes the envi ronment and computes the next

action. This form of agent is also ideal for the incorporation of a form of self-learning as

mentioned earlier. This is because actions to achieve the strategy goals are used by the agent as a

means of exploration of the environment. An online agent has three key pieces of information:

• A list of actions allowed in a particular state, s

• The step-cost function which returns the cost of moving from a state s to s '

• Goal tests to determine whether the current state s is a goal state

To provide greater context, the major difference between an online search and an offline

search lies in the fact that the agents cannot access the successors of a state unless they actually
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try all the actions in that state. With the online algorithm , only the nodes of the game tree that are

being occupied can be expanded for further exploration . The key simplicity for applying thi s

method to the market game is that there is no need to backtrack through the sea rch to find a better

path, since actions cannot be effectively' undone ' . Instead, heuristics can be appl ied to determine

whether an agent is progressing in a counter-intuitive manner. Take for example a scenario in

which a player continually loses customer base in a particular region over a certain period of

time. Then, the cost of service and /or qual ity of serv ice can be measured against that of the

competitors and alternate courses of action can be recommended.

Such a heuri stic based approach to deci sion making could result in finding model

parameters that are close to their 'true' state in a relatively short period of time, while also

maintaining a high level of performance of the simulation itself.

2.3.3 Approaches to Simulation

The purpose of simulation is to capture and model some facet of reality . Since there are

many applications for simulation, it is important to di scuss what approaches can be taken in

various instances. Traditionally, simulations have been useful for representing engineering and

physical systems. Social sys tems have not been targeted for simulation nearly as often due to the

many complexities of human behavioural interaction. However, modelling such systems even at

a reduced scope can provide many useful insights . There are three main approaches to social

systems simulations [Nagendra-Prasad & Chartier, 2000]:

• Game theoretic simulations - Here, agents make strategic decisions by reasoning

about each other and the potential outcomes of their actions based on what

information they have access to.

• System Dynamics - Typically, system dynamics uses a feedback structure where

by relationships among primitives are captured using differential equations.

• Agent-based Modelling - Here, the domain is modelled as a set of behaviours . In

a more sophisticated approach, agents can improve their behaviours by learning

through their interactions with one another.
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System Dynamics has been explored in much more depth than other techniques, mainly

due to the fact that it has been around longer. Hence, there are more tool s available that have

been thoroughly tested to aid in the modelling process. However, the agent based approach

alleviates many of the difficulties involved in System Dynamics, especially in the socia l sc iences

domain where different sub systems may be pursuing conflicting goal s. For one, due to their

behavioural centred structure, agent systems can offer more natural representations of the

problem domain . System Dynamics has difficulty in converting actions and ' sense and respond '

behaviours into feedback systems [Nagendra-Prasad & Chartier, 2000]. In addition, agent-based

models are able to more easily map relationships between entities at different levels of

abstraction . For example, in the telecommunications industry , one may wish to explore how a

firm 's quality of service efforts leads to behavioural changes in an individual cons umer. This is

essentially taking a property at a macroscopic point of view, and tying it to an entity with a more

microscopic focus. With System Dynamics, models are more geared towards parameters that are

aggregated at the same level .

There are several advantages and disadvantages to utilizing an agent based model as

described in [Twomey & Cadman, 2002]. Here we provide a brief summary of advantages and

weaknesses:

Advantages:

• System Assumptions - System is not constrained to exhibit a particular

behaviour.

• Realism - Agents are interacting entities that can be made to an arbitrarily

realistic level of complexity.

• Natural representations - Agent based models are generally quite intuitive, as

they have a structural correspondence with their target system.

• Heterogeneity - The models are driven by the diversity in the agent attributes .

Traditional models usually require homogeneous modules .
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• Bounded rationality - Agents need not act in perfectly rational fashion. They

may be given limited information and abilities, and can be modelled with

soc ia l/habitua l lim itations as well.

• Communication and social networking - Agents can share information and

imitate behaviours. This is generally not possible with traditional

mathem atical/equation-based models due to the high degree of complexity.

• Object-oriented de sign - Agent based modelling is well suited to the object

oriented paradigm for implementation which is the mainstream paradigm in

software sy stems development.

• Maintenance and refinement - New agents, attributes and behaviours can be

easily incorporated without disturbing the model.

Weaknesses:

• Data problems - The process-based approach to modelling injects a potential

lack of adequate data . New sc enarios may be needed to account for the various

potentialities of agent-based simulation.

• ldentifying rules of behaviours - Capturing the appropriateness of the

mechanisms defining the agent behaviour can be complex. A positive is that this

forces de sign assumptions to be made explicit.

• Programming skills - Building an agent-based model requires a good

understanding of object-oriented programming.

• Computational time - Depending on the number of agents being modelled and

the number of parameters involved, these systems can be computationally

intensive.

• Unrealistic model expectations - New users can over estimate the predictive

ability of such systems. Complex adaptive systems can exhibit chaos, which

make long-term predictions unreali stic. However in such cases, the exploratory
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valu e of an agent-based mo del is st ill not to be overlooked. By modi fyin g

various be hav iours, the mod el co uld be obse rved to tip in one direction or the

othe r. This ma y not ot herw ise be an o bv ious qu alitat ive measurem ent.

• Lack of prescripti ve ability - There is no mech ani sm to force a mode l from one

state to an other. Sim ulations can be run und er different sc enarios ( i.e. where the

user inputs information such as initi al cond itio ns to the syste m) in an effo rt to

arr ive at a par t icu lar desi red outcome . Ho wever becau se of the co m plex na ture

of the interactions among agents, there is no ob vious way to co ntro l what spec ific

seque nce of int eractions are necessary to ob serve that parti cul ar ev ent.

Our fra mework ben efits fro m the multi-agent par adi gm in that it is a logi cal a pproac h to

conce ptua lize hum an dec is ion maker s as agents . Thi s a llows not only for natural rep resenta tion

of firm s interacting in a market, but also supports better flexib ility in design as compl ex de cision

makin g beh aviour ca n more easi ly be incorporated in the futu re. Since our study is ex p lora tory

and qu alitat ive in natu re, we ar e ab le to avoid so me of the weaknesses of multi-agent systems,

nam ely tho se dea ling with the sc o pe of implementation . However, as the fram ework deve lops to

incorpo rate ag ents tha t are mo re multi faceted, computational resources wo uld likely become

more of a factor.

2.3.4 Design Considerations

Whe n designing an agent, there are th ree broad ca tego ries to co ns ider - those wi th high ,

mediu m, or low fid elity [Twomey & Cadm an , 2002] . This essenti ally refers to an agent ' s level of

abstrac tion. ln the case of low fidelity, a ll agent s typ ically em ploy the same beh aviours and

attributes . In the stric test sense, th is is not really co ns ide red a multi-agent syste m . With med ium

fideli ty , ag ents are ca librated at a dis tributed level ; i.e . obse rva tio ns of g roups of agents ca n be

made to capture properties of ind iv idual age nts . With high fid el ity, ther e is an explic it effort to

capture internal beh aviour of the agents . Her e, an agent may learn an d adapt to cha nges in the

env iron me nt ov er time. Such age nts are a lso known as ' cog nitive ' ag ents .
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In the case of the co m petitive se rv ice market game, we are dealing with a kind of mix

between medium and high fidelity agents. The agents exhibit medium fidelity in the sense that

their att itudes are set in order to ca librate the mod el . Yet they demo ns trate high fideli ty in that

they mak e an effo rt to learn from the sta te of the envi ronment whe n makin g dec ision s.

Agents are al so design ed internally to exhibit a certain level of adaptive ability . A

hierarchical c las s ifi cation sch eme for an agent ' s level of ability to ada pt has been proposed in

[van den Bergh et al ., 2002 ]. Her e we prov ide a brief summary :

• Weak ada pta tio n - Th e mapping from an agent's percept s to ac tions rernams

fixed through out the simulati on .

• Semi-weak ada pta tion - The se ts of percepts and ac tions are fixed , however the

fun ction that map s them ca n c ha nge.

• Semi-strong adaptation - An agent's goa ls can be modi fied.

• Strong ad apt ati on - Agents can mo dify their inte ntions and strategi es for

reac hing their goa ls, as we ll as the ir se t of acti on s.

Th e poss ib le mechani sm s outlined in [van den Bergh et a l., 2002] for achi evin g these

levels of ada pta tion are:

• Imitation - Co py ing the acti on s or goa ls of another age nt.

• Rea cti on - React ion s are resp on ses to parti cul ar events .

• Reactive learning - Here, agents use received fe edbacks (i.e. past experi enc e) to

make future de cision s.

• Ge nerative learning - Ag ents are able to adapt by anticipating cha nges in the

environment.

• Evo lution - Com po nen ts of agents are modified g radua lly.

In the market game we employ semi-weak ada pta tio n becau se agents maintain the sa me

goa ls thr ou gh out the simulati on . T his is to maintain a form of con sistency while observing the

emergent tren ds. This is achi eved through both reactive and generative learning where agents use
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feedback from the market and attempt to predict the behaviour of the environment. Though in

our implementation, the generative learning ability is somewhat limited because players only

have a fixed perception of how their competitors behave, i.e. they cannot make an explicit attempt

at gaining more accurate information as to the true state of the environment.

2.3.5 Implementation Considerations

The internal structure or decision making process of an agent may employ any type of

artificial intelligence techniqu e, including neural networks, fuzzy systems, genetic algorithms,

and rule-based heuristics. Which approa ch is best depends on the particular appli cation. The key

is that they all share the ability to perform nonlinear mapping from their inputs to their outputs ,

since the function that maps an agent's percepts to actions could also be nonlinear [van den Bergh

et aI., 2002]. An in depth look at these A.I. techniques is beyond our scope; however we explore

the few multi-agent simulations that have been developed in the social sciences, as a backdrop for

our framework.

One such simulation is that of TalentS im [Nagendra-Pras ad & Chartier, 2000].

TalentSim is a prototype of a decision support tool that allows organizations to observe how

changes in workforce practices can be matched with business strategies. The theory is that

organizational changes will affect employee performance due to possible lack of processes that

support the employee transition to the new culture, or simply that the new culture does not fit well

with the individual employee. The obvious benefit of simulation in this case is that clients can

see how their decisions would potentially affect their workforce before actually implementin g any

policies.

An interesting point about TalentSim is that it uses System Dynamics at the individual

agent level, but models with agent-based behavioural methods at the interaction level. To bridge

the gap between the differential equation based model and the rule-based model , Fuzzy set theory

is used, where by relationships of continu ous member functions can be converted into discreet

decision rules. This demon strates that the design of a model need not conform strictly to one type

of simulation or another. Combinations of techniques are often advantageous - the key is to

properly identify which situations call for which types of models.
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In TalentSim, employees are given various attributes and performance indicators are used

to determine how well the employee is responding to a given process. Interactions between

employee and company agents can lead to changes in morale and other attribute s. For the most

part, these rules are defined heuristically .

There have also been multi-agent simulations at a larger scale. ASPEN, developed at

Sandia National Laboratories is a very ambitiou s project that attempts to create a microeconomic

model of the u.S . economy [Basu et aI., 1998]. Due to the huge number of agents needed in

order to represent the various entities (households, firms from various industries, government,

and financial sector agents) , the simulation is run on a massively parallel Paragon computer. The

heavy computing requirements are one of the reasons we have elected not to model our consumer

population as individual agents.

Another difficulty with ASPEN is that since it attempts to gain insight into the economy

as a whole at the macroscopic level, the level of detail required when modelling from the

microscopic perspective is vast. Agent based systems are more useful for observing general

trends when the scale and forecasting intensity are smaller, so that a) the user can have more

confidence in outcomes, and b) there is a closer and more qualitative relationship between the

causes and effects .

Firm decision making in ASPEN is based on a set of probabilities that are adjusted

through trial-and-error. Trends such as price, sales, and profits for each firm are monitored , and

depending on whether these criteria are rising or falling, each agent is given a probability vector

that determines what action to take next (e.g. raise prices, lower prices, maintain price). Then,

based on what happens to the trends in the future, the probability vector for that state is adjusted

to reflect what improved decision to make if that scenario occurs again.

In contrast , with our framework an explicit market model has been defined with criteria

functions. Therefore, agents attempt to make decisions by weighting these criteria and selecting

the optimum alternative.

There are other multi-agent simulations in the field of financial market forecasting e.g.

[Streltchenko et aI., 2003], though most of them are designed so that unsuccessful agents are
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replaced by more successful ones during the simulation. As detailed in [van den Bergh et aI.,

2002], this approach is less effective for analysis because it does not take into account agents'

different attitudes towards risk and time horizon.

There are few agent based model building tools available. Most simulations have been

built from the ground up. An experimental tool-box known as SWARM has been in development

and aims to reduce overhead by offloading simulation run time steps that would otherwise be

implemented through looping on an object-ori ented platform [Terna, 1998]. CUBES is an

example of a simulation built using the SWARM engine to model consumer populations.

CUBES utilizes a genetic algorithm to adjust simulation parameters for building a pool of

consumer agents [Ben Said et aI., 2002]. Our particular approach to parameter estimation for

model calibration is quite different as explained in section 4.3. Additional examples of multi

agent simulation, including more details on CUBES are also discussed in a later section when we

explore consumer behaviour in more detail.

A common ality with all of these agent-based simulations is that verification and

validation is mostly done through qualitative measurements. This is reasonable when dealing in

problem domains (such as those in the social sciences) where it is difficult to analyze data

quantitatively. With these types of simulations, the focus is on capturing general reasonable

behavioural patterns rather than processing large amount s of data. AIso, the modelling process is

iterative where refinements are made as the system matures. The overall design of multi-agent

simulations involves identifying the entitie s involved, the behaviours and attributes associated

with them, and the interactions with their behaviours [Nagendra-Prasad & Chart ier, 2000]. In

addition, the problem domain should have a defined time horizon, i.e. a scope for the period of

simulation (e.g. short term/long term). This allows for more accurate modelling of other

attributes within the system.

As we have explored, existing multi-agent systems in the economics and social sciences

fields have typically involved agents with goals that do not necessarily conflict with each other.

This is a key difference with our framework. In our model, agents are competing with each other

directly while trying to satisfy their individual needs. Simulations with competitive agents do
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exist in othe r domains however, and are most commo n in spo rts ga mes where players and/or

teams are matched against ea ch oth er. An example is the Robotic World C up (Ro boCup)

Initiative whi ch is a set of g uide lines for simulating soccer. The init iative encourages others to

bu ild their own 'teams ' using ar tific ia l intelligence techniques. In fact, the approach to multi

criteria dec ision making (MC DM) taken in [Ky rylo v, 2006], by which the so ccer player in

possession of the ball decides where best to ' kick' the ball on the field , is a ve ry si mila r approac h

to the one we take for implementing de cisional behaviour of our ag ents . We di scu ss thi s

algorithm in detail in a lat er sect ion.

2.4 Chapter Summary

In thi s cha pter, we have provided an overa ll co ntext fo r o ur study and outl ined our

research quest ion s. We have made a case for the use of the multi-agent paradi gm as the bas is of

our fram ework . In addition , we have looked at pre vious work don e in dom ain s si milar to that

w hich we are ex plor ing in order to serve as a background and better eva luate the peculi aritie s of

design and impl ementation with res pec t to simulation of competitive serv ice markets .
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3 COMPETITIVE BUSINESS MODEL

In this section, we provide a high-level overview of the entire competitive business model

as published in our paper, [Kyrylov et aI., 2003]. This will serve as an expanded form of our

implementation and provide perspective on how the framework could support a more complex

model. The current implementation (detailed in chapter 4) is based on simplified subsets of the

firm decisional model and consumer behavioural model presented here.

To simulate the decision making processes in the service/telecommunications industry we

utilize a strategy game approach, where the players are service providers. Existing business

strategy games are heavily reliant on human users that are making decisions for the playing

parties, which can lead to time constraints . To alleviate this problem, human role-players can be

replaced with active intelligent agents.

Players offer a set of services, which are only targeted at clients having fixed locations,

i.e. residents. Examples of such services are land-line telephone, cable TV, and Internet access.

Services of the same type offered by different players can be based on different

technologies. For example, high-speed Internet access can be offered over coax cable or over

copper wires using the ADSL technology. Different services can share the same technology, e.g.

TV can be delivered using the same technology as for the Internet. The assumption is that each

customer chooses only one provider of a service type.

Customers make their choices of whether or not to subscribe to an offered service, or

discontinue using it. In cases where more than one provider is offering the same service in the

same region of availability, those customers who are already using that service can defect to the

other provider(s) if they find it more attractive a solution.
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Th e sim ulation scenar io spa ns over several years and therefore can be regarded as an

exercise in lon g-term business analysis. T he simulation is run in ste ps, havin g sho rt du ration in

terms of business operat ions (1-3 months). In each such period, players create o perat ions plans

and execute them . In parti cul ar , each player se lects bud get o ptio ns, such as in vesting in

prom otion, qu ality of serv ice, expan sion, and market rese arch. In add ition, players can borrow

money and /or decide what amount to pay back in order to reduce debt. These expense items are

further split bet ween market segme nts by product and locati on to ens ure normal ongo ing business

operations.

In ord er to model rational behaviour, play ers optimize their act ions on eac h ste p with

resp ect to the anti ci pated outcom es. The outco mes are ev alu ated using a se t of optimality crite ria,

such as profit, market share, or risk. Since players in gene ra l may be pu rsuing di fferent st rategic

goal s, they ca n rely on different set s of criteria. Be sides de pending on the player strategy, the se

cri teria ma y have di fferent priorities. Rival ry in the mar ketpl ace is expli citl y addressed in thi s

model. Each player maintains a per ceived world model which it uses for eva lua ting the mo ve s

made by the co mpe titors. T he results of these evaluations are an ess entia l part of the criteria used

fo r opt imi zin g player ac tions.

Am on g rand om factor s pre sent in the s im ulatio n is the impreci sion of the wo r ld mod el

used by the players for decision making. Its accuracy depend s on the investm ent in market

research and mainly affec ts the perceived ac tions by the com petitors. The updates to th is

inform ation are subject to rand om delays, om iss ions, and erro rs. T he magnitud e of thi s negati ve

impact decreases wi th spending on the market research. Still, players would never have the

co m plete and prec ise picture of the envi ronment.

For ob ta ining sim ulat ion results, we set up a scena rio in which players have d iffer en t

attitudes tow ards risk. A scenario is a set of data specifying the pol icies, players, se rv ices

offered , and their initi al sta tes and goals. T hese goa ls are ex pressed in terms of o ptima lity crite ria

and their priorit ies . As a result, we obta in the informati on ab out the exp ected performan ce of

market players and measure the vol atility of the outcomes under different extern al conditions,

such as pol icies and/or player strateg ies .
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Th e purpose of the wo rld mod el is to represent the informati on w hich is necessary for

modelling the player ac tions and the result ing changes to the environment.

Figure 7: World Model
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Thi s data is mainly con cerned wi th co nsumer behaviou r and the acti on s by oth er players

as they are pe rce ived by the agent.

From an ex pa nded poin t of view, the con sumer base is ca lculated for each ce ll (see

Figure 4) and measu res the fracti on of residen ts wh o are pot entiall y willing to buy

telecommunication s se rv ices, but have not yet done so. It is modelled as a functi on of four

parameters: per centage of exi st ing subscribers, househ old incom e, min imal price curre nt ly

availab le on the market , and the migrat ion factor. The grea ter the percentage of ex isting

subscr ibers, the closer the mar ket is to the sa turation point, and the sma ller the co nsumer bas e is

in a g ive n ce ll. The level of sa tura tion, however , is determined by the average hou seh old income.

In we althy neighbourhoods the sa turat ion level is rath er high, but in poor locations it is lower.

T his level is a lso dr iven by the minimal price, s ince fewer hou seh olds ca n afford buying

telecommunications se rv ices if the price is too high. The mig rati on factor creates demand by

newly arrivi ng residents . Thi s steady dem and wo uld a lways be present even w he n the sa turation

level has been reach ed.

However, o ur mod el implementati o n is s implified to facto r only a s ing le ce ll where the

total pop ulat ion is fixe d and ind ividua l co nsumer att ributes suc h as ho usehold income are

om itted .
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The consumer behaviour model descr ibes actions made by individu al households on a

given simulation step in a given cell regarding a service s, provided by player Pj. From the

service-player combination viewpoint, on each simulation step there is inflow and outflow of

consumers and their balance reflects the current subscribers in the given cell. Therefore, the

consumer behaviour model is split into two sub-mode ls, inflow and outflo w, which in turn are

split by the player and offered services.

The outflow is made of consumers who elect to cancel subscription for service s, offered

by player Pj' There are two different components to consider. The first, latent outflow is driven

by migration, and therefore players have no cont rol over it. The seco nd, non-latent outflow

results from customer dissatisfaction and depends on how player Pj performs compared to that of

the competitors. The model for determinin g the number of subscribers leaving their provider

takes into account variou s dynamics including price, quality of service, and promotional effort by

player Pj compared with the competitors. On each simulation step some subscribers discontinue

their relationship with player Pj and are added to a pool. Th is pool is then distributed between all

the players acting on the marketplace.

The inflow of new customers is composed of latent inflow, consumers attracted by

promotion , and the defectors from other players. The latent inflow is driven by the

telecommuni cation s company reputation though word of mouth . We assume that this inflow is

proportional to the consumer base and is a function of the total number of subscribers using

service s, offered by player Pj. Even in the absence of any promotion , firms could attract new

subscribers through social networking, whose influence grows with the total number of

subscribers. The new consume r inflow attracted by promotion directly depends on actions by all

players. It grows with the total spending by player PJ on the promotion of service s, and the

spending on maintaining qual ity of this service. This dependency is highly nonlinear, since the

fundamental economics law of diminishing returns applies. The promot ional effort by player Pj is

measured as it compares with the spending by rivals. Price differ ence is an additional factor

where rivalry is significant. If player Pj increases cost, its promotional effort and spending on

quality of service would result in reduced new consumer inflow compared to a competitor

charging the lowest price among all service providers.
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The defector inflow is the result of distri bution of the pool created by the households who

had discontinued their subscriptions and decided to select a new service provider. We model this

inflow by calculating the attractiveness factor for each provider and distribute the defector pool

proportionally to it. Attractiveness is driven by the nonlinear combination of the price difference,

promotion effort, and spending on quality of service by each provider compared to the rivals .

All of the aforementioned sub-models concern the probability distribution of different

choices made by the individual consumer rather than the actual number of consumers making a

specific choice, which is random. To obtain these actual numbers, we could implement a model

where each individual household is an active agent exhibiting similar probabilistic behaviour.

However , because this would probably be too costly in terms of required computational effort , we

elected to calculate the expected integral effect - i.e. aggregate the consumers as a whole rather

than model them as individuals.

The perceived world model is the part of the world model which is available for a given

player. Realistically , player perceptions would be dependent on spending on market research .

Players know the actions performed by their rivals, such as their budget items and the location of

the facilitie s built. The data would become available to players with deJay, which decreases with

spending on market research. The data is used to estimate the state of the market in each cell

which is then applied towards decision making. With increased spending on market research , the

quality of these decisions would improve .

3.1 Modelling Behaviour of Firms

Here we outline the various components of the model which comprise the internal

structure of agents representing firms in the competitive marketplace. The agent decisions should

be made on the basis of several forecasted optimality criteria, which should reflect different

aspects of the game environment, such as profits and risks. Rivalry in the marketplace is another

complicating factor. Due to the size of the decision-making problem, we must address the issue

of containing its computational complexity. This complexity results from the large size of the

player decision space . On each simulation step players exhibit their behaviour in executing

actions. Action parameters include budget items split by offered services, and the location of new
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elements of the infrastructure to be bui It on a g iven step . With S offered types of service and B

budget items (i.e . items of expense for firms) we get (S'B ) dimens ion s of the decision space.

When com bined w ith thousands of possible territory expansion opt ion s, such as the number of

new facilities and their locati ons, th is would lead to a multi-dimensional deci sion space of

unmanage able proportions.

A standard way to contain complexity is to use a hier archical decision making process.

The high est level comprise s dividing the operat ional bud get between severa l ge neral spe nd ing

items. Th ese incl ude prom otion, quali ty of service, ex pans ion, market rese arch , div idends

di stributi on , product pricing, and borrow ing or payin g back loan s.

On the second level these item s, if applicable, are split bet ween mark et segments by

offered service. The third level concern s only the expansion budget. The deci sions mad e on this

level are the number of new facilities to be built and their part icular loc ati on s.

To simulate rational player beh aviour, deci sions on each lev el are made using multi

criteria optimization techniques. On the high est lev el , the se t of o ptima lity crite ria used by each

player and their priorities are determined by player strateg ic goals . If a player should attempt to

fig ht its competitors in order to ga in market share, the set of cr iteria would include the anti cipated

market share and, if other criteria are also used, maximal priority would be assigned to the first

one .

Possible optimality crite ria include market share, the risk fac tor, profit, and consumer

loyalty. On eac h s imu latio n step the player s compute the pred icted va lues of some or all of the se

crite ria using a modification of the Cobb-Douglas model, a standard approach for representing

production func tions in mi croeconomics. The par am eters of th is model reflec t the perception s by

firms and co uld be regarded as ' pr ior knowledge '. These par ameters ar e unknown and therefore

mu st be es tima ted . The estimation problem is co mplica ted by the fact that, in add ition to the

player effort, the effo rt applied by the co m peting fi rms as it is perceived by the player, needs to

be taken int o account.

With the player agents seek ing to establi sh o ptimality criteria with unknown vari able s,

there mu st a lso be so me way to param eterize the se va lues. T he research in [Twomey & Cadman,
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2002] offers two methods for this . The first is to use survey data and field research . The other is

to use an initial best guess and then calibrate the values with the model output. Since the market

conditions in the simulation may change on any given cycle, it would be logical to use the latter

approach. Also, there would be a great deal of comple xity involved in simply analyzing field

data and filtering out irrelevant information. In our model, we want to calibrate the unknown

parameters of the optimal ity criterion for market share such that an estimate can be made as to

how firms should plan their next course of action .

Without the ability to fine tune model parameters, a simulated player would tend to make

suboptimal decisions unless precise enough parameter estimates are obtained . This is

contradictory to real world scenarios, where the prior knowledge is always present , allowing

humans to make rational decisions from the first step.

Consequently, we utilize an extended Kalman filter (described in detail in section 4.3) in

an effort to achieve these estimates. This is a standard technique for stochastic estimation

[Jazwinski, 1970]. We use the nonlinear version of the Kalman filtering technique which allows

for parameter estimation of systems that are not fully defined - in our case, the market share

performance criterion.

In the business simulat ion game , the initial values of the Kalman filter parameters are

estimated using an arbitrary number of warm-up simulation runs. During this warm up, players

gradually gain the ability to forecast the optimality criterion with enough precision from the first

step of the game . Thus we achieve the effect of prior knowledge that is indeed present in real

life.

As we have mentioned, there is a need for firms to make optimal decisions based on

various criteria that may counter balance one another, i.e. rewards and risks. For solving this

multi-criteria optimization problem for each player, we use a heuristic search algorithm , first

proposed in [Kyrylov, 2006] . The algorithm is based on the discretization of the decision space

into a finite, yet relatively large number of options that are close enough in the continuous

decision space. Decision making is split in two phases. First, the set of non-dominated

alternative decisions is sought which is referred to as the Pareto set [Ehrgott, 2005]. Second, the
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optimal so lution is found by applyin g different criteria in a random sequence and eliminating

poor options sequentially. The frequency with which each criterion is applied in the elimination

process is selected with respect to the priority assigned to the criteria. More important criteria are

applied more frequently. The last rema ining option is the optimal solution sought. With N

alternatives, the complexity of finding the Pareto set is O(N2
) . With K eleme nts in this set, the

complexity of the exhaustive search of the solution is O(K2
) . As N»K, we would say that this

algo rithm is fairly simple in terms of comp utations, even though the total number, N, of options

to be tested can be of the order of tens of thousands. With the paralle l execution of player clients

on different computers, this computational complexity could be tolerated.

Once the high-level budget decisions have been made, the budget items, such as

promotion, quality of serv ice, and expansion spending are distribut ed by the player between

offered services. Then the expansion budget for each service is implemented in the particular

placement of the new facilities. Budget distribution across services is execute d using a simi lar

multi-criteria optimization method which is used for high-level budget decision making.

3.1.1 Budget Allocation

Our framew ork is based on the economi c model for budgeting decisions of

telecommu nication service providers presented in [Kyrylov & Bonanni , 2006]. Here, we provide

a synopsis of the key components. Our model implementation comprises a subset of these

components (as later descri bed) for the purpose of verification, though the framework supports

extensions for future research.

The model is comprised of the following characteristics:

1. In each planning period , players (or firms) allocate budget towards high-level

expenses including facilit ies expansion, dividend distributi on, and net borrowing,

as well as operating level expenses including promotion, and quality of service .

2. Firms use a set of decision criteria includ ing expected market share, expected

profit, expec ted consumer loyalty. They also have a measure of anticipated risk.

3. Optimality criteria take into account counter-actions of competing firms.
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4. Form al method for sel ect ing a sing le alternative from the Pareto optima l set

which accounts for player strategy ( i.e. agg ressive vs. defensiv e).

5. Forma l method for unknown non-linear parameter estimation.

Figure 8: Firm Budget Distribution

Firms maintain co ns umer loyalty through spend ing on quali ty of serv ice Q. Expansion E

refers to fac ilities that firm s can bu ild to increase their serv ice area. This, alon g with spe nding o n

promotion P will serve to attract new cu stomers. Spending on market rese arch M, would all ow

agents to ga in a more ac cura te picture of the env iro nme nt as we ll as their perception of their

competito rs . The five decision variables (E, D, P, Q, and M) shown in Figure 8 conform to the

fo llow ing linear budget co nstra int [Kyryl ov & Bon anni , 20 06 ]:

R = U + P + Q + M + EI( I -r) + DI( l-r), w here r = tax rate

When net borrowing B is taken into account, the budget cons trai nt ca n be adj us ted:

B = FI - L - F2 = FI - h F I - F2, where F I = borrowing, h = interest rate

R + FI = U + P + Q + M + F2 + EI( I-r) + DI( l-r) + L

The decision mod el is s im plified by using normalized vari ables defined as fractions of

the bud get :
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p = PICa, q = QICO, m = MICa, e = EI(( l -r)CO), d = DI(( l-r)CO), where CO= net budget.

p + q + m + e + d = 1, (where each decision factor a~ x ~ I)

The borrowing factor can also be normalized as follows:

b = I + BI(R-U), where a< b ~ bmax, bmax > I

The borrowing factor acts as a scalar for the net budget. When b = 1, the net borrowing B

is O. Less than I and the firm is paying back its debt ; more than 1 and the debt is increasing.

Stocha stic and non-stochasti c ambiguity is present in the model in that the firms cannot

make accurate prediction s due to unknown actions of thei r competitors , and they are uncertain of

the consumer behaviour. With increased spending on market research, firms could reduce the

degree of these uncertai nties.

For the time horizon, long term forecasts are more imprecise, however short term

decisions can lead to more uncertain future outcomes. Ideally, a mult i-layered hierarchal model

would allow for firms to balance their decisions, however for the purpose of this investigation, we

utilize a single tier approach.

3.1.2 Optimality Criteria

In each plannin g period, firms must decide on the percentage of budget to allocate

towards the decision variabl es b, p, q, etc. in a way that is optim al with respect to decision

criteria. Their current state is based on the past decisions they have made, and their current

decision s take into consideration the actions of their competitors. Criteria are split into rewards

and risks, with rewards comprised of such factors as expected market share, profit , and consumer

loyalty . Risk is governed by a sing le criterion, which should be minimized.

A modifi cation of a Cobb-Douglas production function is used to define the optimality

criteria since it can model non-linea r functions and it adheres to the microeconomics law of

dimini shing returns - that with increased spending in a particul ar area, the marginal reward

should be non-de creasing. Further details of the economi c justification are given in [Kyrylov &
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Bonann i, 2006]. Here, we cover two main optimality criteria that are used in our implementation

- anticipated market share, and risk.

Market share is depend ent on the market-gaining effort applied by the /" player, WI"

compared with the effort of all the comp etitor s, L Wlk . Since eac h player has only a perceived
k

value of it' s competitors, W l k(I), the market share, U I I is defined as:

(1)

~W(i )
.L.J Ik

k

An assumpti on is made that market gaining effort increases monotonically with the

decision variable s, which leads to the following modified Cobb-Douglas function [Kyrylov &

Bonanni , 2006]:

where axi are sensitivity parameters (which are all non-negative and add to I), and X01 are

uncont rollable parts of the normalized budget items - all of these items must be estimated.

Uncontroll able items may be attributed to factors that are not necessariIy directly related to

budget allocated to the particular expense. For example, a consumer may have his/her own

individual attitude towards a particular promotion, regardless of how heavily the firm invests in it.

The variable g is the pricing factor, though in our implementati on we focus only on the promotion

and quality of service factors.

Risk is a very vague criterion, measured largely by the borrowing factor, and is attributed

mostly by a firm 's own action s, i.e. the competitor's decisions do not affect a player 's risk factor.

We factor past borrowing as a decayin g residual that cumulatively has effect on risk. It is

cumulative in the sense that with eac h new time cyc le, the borrowing in the past accum ulates to

account for some fraction of the current level of risk. This is a very simple model, but it allows

us to make a direct link to the borrowing factor which would aid in qualitative analysis of the
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simulation scenarios. ln the real world firms would be required to pay back loans in regular

periods , however we make the simplification to omit this factor and leave it to future research,

because it would require implementing additi onal criteria such as financin g/pricin g, making the

complexity much greater. Still, we can view risk as an independent optimality criterion to

compare against gains.

Risk = u21 =(I-a)ob, + (l-a1)b
n

_ I + . . . + (I-a)" bl ) , where 0 < a < I ,

and n is the current number of actions taken.

(2)

When we compute the derivative of the risk factor (with respect to time), we arrive at a

measure for short-term risk . This is useful in looking at risk in a non-cumul ative sense, and gives

a better view of the rate of change such that the firms can be compared against each other more

intuitively.

The economic model in [Kyry lov & Bonanni , 2006] suggests a decision space that is

entirely convex. However , this is only true in a limited range of conditions. So we cannot make

this assumption as our framework is to serve as a facilitator for variati ons or other potenti al

models. Therefore, the problem of optimization cannot be reduced to simply aggregating the

criteria as a weighted sum and producing a single utility functi on. Our particular approach to

so lving this problem satisfies our requ irement of being generic enough to handle esse ntially any

type of modelled criteria. The technique is described in detail in section 4.2 .

3.2 Consumer Behaviour Model

Here, we provide some background on method s used in modellin g consumer behavi our.

Since the requirement of our framew ork is only to implement some basic, yet essenti al, reactive

behaviour that would lend itse lf to exhibiting general market trends in the simulation, our model

is not as sophisticated as some of those we describe. Yet this section will help give a better

understanding as to the advantages and disad vantages of various techniques in relation to our

study. We believe that our approach employs some feature s that could allow for modellin g more

realistic behaviour s in the future.
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Traditional methods for modelling consumer behaviour in a telecommunications

marketplace, such as statistical and equation-based modelling, are typically linear in structure.

This linearity refers to the relatively stable nature of the market [Twomey & Cadman, 2002].

Due to the presence of substantial non-linearity in such markets, these techniques are not always

sufficient for making confident predictions of consumer reactions .

The bottom-up approach to designing agent-based systems is one of the key advantages

over traditional methods for market modelling. A typical model may observe the effects that a

quantifiable change in quality of service or the price of a product would have on the consumer

market. However, in an agent-based system, the model focuses on the individual consumers and

how their interactions lead to the system behaviour [Twomey & Cadman, 2002]. Interactions

include dealing with the environment as well as with other agents.

Consumer models can account for behavioural attitudes from various disciplines. While

our model focuses on very basic aspects of marketing and branding, more advanced factors can

be facilitated, such as economic and social conditions, as well as personality traits. BT

Laboratories has conducted research in the area of social networking to study consumer adoption

of telecommunications serv ices [Twomey & Cadman, 2002]. Here, word of mouth is a key

contributor to how consumers learn about various services that are available. The correlation

between the interaction of consumers and the adoption of telecommunications services can be

derived much more intuitively with an agent based system due to the bottom-up modelling

approach mentioned earlier. In our model , this is difficult to implement because of computing

requirements. Implementing millions of consumers as individual agents would be costly in terms

of the amount of memory required. Again, this is why we elect to model consumers as a single

group rather than as separate entities.

Another consumer model that is focused on testing the effects of marketing strategies is

the 'Customer Behaviour Simulator' (CUBES) [Ben Said et aI., 200 I]. Here, behavioural

attitudes of consumers are modelled with the intent of observing real world phenomena at the

macro level. In addition, CUBES simulates the brand reactions to changes in the market to see

what effect this may have on individual consumer attitudes.
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The research in [Ben Said et a l., 200 I] pre sents a co nsume r theoretical fram ework that

revol ves ar ound three disci plines - psy chology , economy, and sociology . Th e co mmo n field that

ties them together is that of mark eting . Fro m the psychol ogical perspective, consumers compare

bra nds a nd mak e purch ase dec is ion s. Brand loyalt y can be establi sh ed at th is level. From the

socio log ical persp ective, co nsume rs are observed to be influenced by the ir own socia l c lass . Th e

networks for med thr ough va rious g roups (such as fam ily/friends, ag e groups) can have significant

effect on pu rchasin g de cis ion s. Finally , the ec onomic di sci plin e re lates to co nsumer reaction to

fac to rs suc h as pr ice.

In the CU BES s imulation, con sumers ' o pinio ns are affec ted e ither positi vel y or

negati vely based on a set of external stimuli such as rumours an d recom mendati on s. These are

known as the con sumer behaviour setting [Foxall , 1999]. They comprise the surroundings in

w hich co nsume rs act. The stimuli are applied to co nsume r attributes as wei ghts that are tied to

the spec ific brand from w hich the stimulus origina ted . T hus ly, each co ns ume r forms its own

'o pinions ' on ea ch brand in the market w hich change ov er tim e based on th e stimuli response.

The three ma in attributes that affec t an individual consumer ag ent's beh aviour are

'opin ion leader ', 'att itude', and ' involve me nt ' [Ben Said et a l., 2002]. Other ag ents may seek

adv ice of an opin ion lead er. T hey are co nsi de red to be savvy on particul ar market segm ents . Th e

att itude is a preset attribute that de fines w hether or not a co nsumer has a positive positi on o n a

product. Involvement ca ptures the level of co nsume r int erest cased by a product. Thi s ca n

increase a con sumer' s aw areness of competing brands and possibl y de ve lop brand loyalty .

A po int of diffi culty wi th C UB ES is that the market model mu st output the spec ific

s timuli tha t are inpu t into the co ns ume r model. Since the market model present in CU BE S is in

itself very ge neral, plu ggin g in a mod el that ca ters to a specific industry may not be eas ily

acco mp lished . This further em phas izes our ne ed to implement our own basic heu ristic that would

better reflect a response to the cho ices made by firm s and a llow us to ob serve the general trend s

that emerge as a result.

A n additiona l exam ple of a co ns ume r mod el that focu ses on beh aviour dictated by

psychological factors is that pre sented in [Janssen & Jager, 200 ]]. In thi s model , the co ns umers
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switch between various strategies based on shi fts in their preferenti al habits. The model separates

the soci al (exogenous) and individual (endogenous) preference changes of consumers. The idea

here ag ain , is that a consumer' s partiality toward s a certain product can be influenced by others

who are consuming the product. The paper identifies two e ffects driving consumers to change

their preference. The fir st is socialization, which as we have expl ained is the contact a consumer

has with others. The second is exposure, i.e . the repeated consumption of a product. Exposure

can be viewed as the strengthening between cons umer stimulus response of product and

preferen ce. These two properties are implemented in the mod el suc h that if a certain fraction of

tho se agents within a con sumer 's social network defect to a different product, that consumer is

probable to follow. Likewi se, with the exposure effect, as an agent repeatedly consumes a

product, its need sati sfy ing capacity is incre ased , thus introducin g a so rt of resi stance to

beh avioural c ha nge. Thi s is indepe ndent from the actual sati sfacti on level of the product.

Within the social networks, two properties can be observ ed - the 'small-world' and

' c lustering' effects. The small-world effect basic ally means that a ll age nts within even a large

consumer population are connected to each other in some way . In other words, information

within the network can propagate very qui ckl y from one consumer to the next. Th e c lusteri ng

effect refe rs to the tend en cy of consumer ' s soc ial circles to overl ap. These phenomen a ca n be

modelled using a lattice in whi ch the links between nodes are rewired with a set of probabilities,

as described in [Janssen & Jager, 200 1].

In the model, the consumer' s de cisional behaviour is based on their attributes of need

sati sfaction, and uncertainty , as shown in the table below.

C 'f Pumer ogm rve rocessinz

Need Satisfaction Uncertainty
Repetition High Low
Deliberation Low Low
Imitation Hiqh Hiqh
Social Comparison Low High

Table I: Cons

The degree of uncertainty comes from the difference between the actual and expected

outcomes of the agent beh aviour. When cons ume rs are satisfied with the product and their lev el

of uncertainty is low , they will continue to consume the product. With ' de liberat ion ' , con sumers
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are most likely to consider a ll possible outcomes of their actions, i.e. they attempt to optim ize

their goal of maximizing need satisfaction (within their individual boundari es, such as the time

horizon). In [Janssen & Jager, 2001], this optimization is ach ieved by using a simple

maximisati on rule, in cont rast with our model (with respect to firm decisi on making), which

requires that multipl e criteria be weighed since they cannot be aggregated into a single utility

function.

Social comparison involves comparing one's past actions with those of similar agents and

selecting the best alternative. When both the need satisfaction and level of uncertainty are high,

consumers tend to imitate the behav iour of similarly minded ones. Th is requires less comput ation

than with socia l comparison since agents do not examine the potenti al outcomes of their own

actions.

Clearly, the agents perform more rational or reasoned behaviour when their sat isfaction

levels are low, This is logical, since if they were already satisfied with their consumption, it

would be counterproductive to expend the additional effort to reach decisions. With high levels

of uncertainty, consumers are most likely to utilize the social informati on avail able to them when

making decisions.

In our model, we are dealing with a specific industry in which few new services are

introduced into the market. In this case consumers are more likely to exhibit the repeater or

possibly the imitator condition, rather than deliberation and soc ial comparison due to the

relatively high level of need satisfaction. In such a scenario, consum ers are acting more as a

group because they do not need to exhibit as complex individual cognitive processing. We are

more concerned with how consumers may react to changes in the services being offered, rather

than how they respond with respect to their own preferences. And indeed the results of the

[Janssen & Jager, 200 I] study confirmed that preferential change in consumers has minimal

effect on market dynamics. This is one reason we opt to implement consum ers as a collective

market.
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3.2.1 Complex ity Considerations

The agent-based approach is also not practica l in some situations. A major drawback is

the significant amount of computing power necessary to model each consumer individually.

Also, when the objective is to obtain a feas ible decision support tool, the computational

complexity of such models often has to be reduced [Engel et al., 1995]. For these reasons, we

take an alternate approach while maintaining the modularity of the multi-agent paradigm. Here,

the consumers are mode lled as a single group rather than individuals and are included as a part of

the world model as opposed to acting on the environment as external agents. This is essen tially

exhibiting the property of low fidelity as discussed earlier because all consumers operate in the

same manner. They react to the player's actions (i.e. promotional and qual ity of service effort),

changing state on each step in the simulation.

To keep the size of the problems addressed in this study manageable, we deliberately left

the criteria of pricing out of considera tion, leaving it for future research. One reason for doing so

is that, as descr ibed in [Ben Said et aI., 200 I], in some markets, pricing may not be regarded as a

determin ing factor as this does not playa major part in the purchasing process. This is especially

true in the telecommunications industry, where compet ing firms offer the same services at

comparable price levels. For some telecommunications services, prices are regulated by

governments. As an example, consider two telecom companies existing in the same market, one

offering DSL, and the other offering cab le Internet service. As they are comparatively priced,

consumers are more likely to base their decisions on such factors as avai lability, reliability, speed,

and bandwidth. These are operationally efficient (OE) companies which gain advantage through

more robust execution, rather than product companies who excel in innovation , or customer

intimate (CI) companies that are geared towards specialized services [Nagendra-Prasad &

Chartier, 2000].

3.2.2 Consumer State Transition Model

In order for consumers to react to the decisions made by firms, they need a mechanism

that will allow them to adopt new services or change service providers.
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Figure 9: Consumer State Transition
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In [Kyrylov & Bonanni , 2006] it is assumed that consumers make probabilistic selections

as to their possible state (shown in Figure 9) on each simulation step. This method models

consumers individually; however consumers do not make use of the history of actions taken by

firms in considering their next state. This is not the most realistic approach because consumers

often base their decisions on their overall experience with a company. Thus, a potential

enhancement would be to incorporate memory of quality of service such that depending on a

particular consumer's experience, they may decide to defect and not return to the firm they were

subscribing to, unless that firm makes a significant attempt at improving quality in the future.

Behaviours depending on the state of consumer memory cannot be represented in the form of a

simple state-transition model as shown in Figure 9.

Since our approach focuses on modelling consumers as a group , we provide a simple

heuristic to model basic consumer behaviour based on a function of the actions taken by firms

that takes into account a form of memory. This model is later outl ined in section 4.1 .

3.3 Chapter Summary

In this chapter we have described a high-level view of the competitive business model,

including the optimality criteria used by firms, and the budget expenses that they must decide

upon which in turn lead to the evaluation of those criteria. We have also taken a closer look at

previous work done in modelling consumer behaviour and how it relates to our study. Having
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explored the competitive business model we now have a context for the design and

implementation of technologies in our framework.
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4 SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

Here we present both a high-level view of the framework in its current implementation

(i.e. with simplifications made to the model previously described in chapter 3), as well as a

detailed description of the methods used for multi-criteria decision making , and parameter

estimation - the two main components of the simulation.

4.1 Functional Design

In order to make the main principle of modelling the framework more intuitive to

understand and evaluate, we make a number of simplifications. The game involves ju st two firms

that offer a single similar service in the market. This is still sufficient to model the main

peculiarities of both consumer and firm 's behaviour in the competitive market that we are

interested in. Firms differ in personality by their attitude towards risk. Once a feasible solution

set has been calculated (i.e. a set of budget decisions), an alternative is selected based on the

firm's level of bias towards one criterion or the other (i.e. gain or risk).

Simulation steps are deliberately made rather short in order to better capture the customer

base dynamics. Actions are thus taken on every 3ed simulation cycle. We can think of the

simulation step as one month, leaving up to the firms taking actions on a quarterly basis, which is

normal practice in busines s simulations. We limit our decision variables to promotion and

quality, with the borrowing factor serving as a scaling factor. Thus we have just two independent

variables. Yet this is still sufficient for our study , as the decision space has more than one

dimension. The decision variables are selected from a discrete set conforming to the constraint

that the sum of promotion and quality is less than or equal to the maximum borrowing factor:
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(3)

The Cobb-Dou glas production function is reduced to include only the relevant promotion

and qual ity of service variable s as:

(4)

Note that since the sum of the two sensitivity parameters totals 1, this effectively reduces

the number of unknown parameters in this version of the Cobb-Dou glas function from four to

three (for a total of six including the perceived paramete rs of the compe titor) . Precisely

determining the perceived market gaining effort requires creating a perceived model of the

competitors for each firm. To avoid complex calculations in this study, we deliberat ely

simplified the model by assuming that the perceived values of the competitor equal the actual

values on the previou s simulation cycle that are observable by the market players. For the first

cycle it is just assumed that the firm ' s opponent is taking the same actions as itself. In reality, a

firm may increase its knowledge of what its competitors are doing by investing in market

research. However, as this would require a more sophisticated model of the firm, we have left

this improvement for the future .
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Figure 10: Competitive Service Market Agent Model
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Figure 10 (above) displays an internal view of the multi-agent structure. To each player ,

the environment consists of the state of the market (i.e . the consumer base) along with the

perception of how the competitors are behaving. These give the player a current world view.

The firm then passes this knowledge through the Kalman filter to obtain its own parameters for

computing market gaining effort. The multi-criteria decision making module is then used to

select how to distribute the total budget amongst operational costs . A number of viable

alternatives may be generated, however a single solution is selected based on the goal preference

of the individual agent. For example, a firm may wish to maximize market share with little

regard to how risk is modelled or vice versa.

After each player has taken their actions, the consumers react accordin gly.

4.1.1 Consumer Behaviour Implementation

Here we discuss the implementation of consumer behaviour for reacting to actions

undertaken by firms. To make the interpretation of the simulation results easier, we also

introduce several simplifying assumptions. Although all of these assumptions do not appear
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realistic, they could be removed in what follows, on ce a cle ar und er standing is ac h ieved of how

the research questions of this study could be resolved .

Consumers are modelled as a gro up and tran sition from one of two states including the

option to either rem ain with the current provider, or switch to another provider. If a consumer

leaves some provider, he/she would tend to avoid returning to it for some time. As the simulation

is consistin g of onl y two providers, so me consumers after defecting from both providers may be

idling on the marketpl ace waiting until their 'bad memories ' di ssip ate; then these consumers may

choose one of the firm s again. Thi s forms an imp ortant difference from the early state-trans ition

model of consumer behaviour; we feel thi s technique co ntributes to the state of the ali of business

modelling and simul ation.

In all computational experiments, the market is initially divided with half ofthe consumer

population aligned with either firm. Since we are o nly focusin g on some small grouped segm ent

of the population from a typical metropolitan area , we eliminate transitions involving new

consumers entering the market, and those leaving due to relocation etc . This is in effect a clo sed

world assumption. Also , in the communication se rvices market we do not expect that con sum ers

would be idling in the marketplace as such services typically need to be readily accessible.

Belo w we expl ain the antic ipated behaviour of our mod el. In wh at follows, these

exp ectations will be used as benchm ark s to evaluate whether these behaviours have actua lly been

achieved in the mod el or not.

Market share is essentia lly dri ven by the acti on s taken by firms . Thi s includes bud get

spent on promotion and quality of se rvice. Our model factors in the concept of ' memory ' , wh ere

consumers may react to their perception of the collective actions taken by a firm over a period of

time. We implement heuri stics based on two basic prin ciples - that consumers tend to defect

from providers du e to poor quality of service, and second that co nsume rs are attracted by

promotion . The inverse of consumer defection essenti ally yields consum er loyalty due to positive

qual ity of se rv ice.

Consumer reaction to the se two factors would typically vary by response rate .

Promotions tend to have an immediate effect followed by drop off, wh ere as qu ali ty of service
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has more of a tapered off effect - i.e. past actions have some residual significance on consumer

reaction . Hence , to help establi sh a pool of defectors, a coefficient is computed based on the

firms' history of spending, with more recent actions having greater weight , this effectively

represents a consumer loyalty factor:

Consumer loyalty = (l-a)Oqll+(l-a) 'qn_I+···+(l-a)"q" where

0 < a < I , and n is the number of actions taken thus far.

(5)

A firm with higher cumulative quality of service will not lose consumers at a higher rate

than its competitor. Since we are using a closed world model with two players, we expect that a

smaller percentage of consumers would defect from the firm investing the greater amount on

quality. Of course, in the real world there would be some latent defection rate regardless of

spending on quality, though in this study we neglect this factor. Therefore, the ratio of consumer

loyalty between firms is used to compute the percentage of defector s for the firm with worse

service.

The pool of defectors is then redistributed based on the direct comparative level of

spending on promotion between the firms for the most immediate action . For example, if firm I

spends a net budget of 70% on promotion and firm 2 spends 60%, firm I will take 55% of the

pool of defectors and firm 2 will take 45%. In this way, consumers demonstrate their level of

attraction to promotion s by firms, and the closed world model is maintained.

4.2 Multi-Criteria Decision Making

Firms allocate budget towards operational expenses (promotion and quality) with respect

to their optimality criteria . In our case, this means attempting to maximize market share , while

minimising risk. This is a trade off, and as such there may be no sing le solution that will

optimize both criteria simultaneously. These types of problems in which multiple objectives are

incomparable and/or in conflict with each other require effi cient solutions that will find the best

compromise between all objecti ves. Such solutions are also referred to as non-inferior, non

dominated , or Pareto-optimal.
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Multi-criteria optimization has been applied to many fields including engineering and

economi cs. There are several well established techniques that cater to finding Pareto-optimal

sets, though selection of one appears mostly to be a matter of design preference. Sti II, some

methods have limitations and thus are not suited for all applications. Our discussion follows from

[Liu et al., 2003], and [Ehrgott, 2005].

4.2.1 Concepts

The problem of multi-obj ective optimi zation can be formalized as simultaneously

minimizing the n objec tives <D,(p ) , where i = I,. . .. n , of a variable vector p in a

decision/variable space F, such that:

(6)

The variable space F encomp asses the attainable/feasibl e set, i.e. the set of alternatives of

the decision problem , p = [XI ' ...,x,nl. The cr iter ia space contains the image of the feas ible set

substituted into the objec tive functions.

Since it is generally not possible to min imize all objec tive/criteria functions due to

inherent conflict, the so lution is to search for Pareto-opt imality, that has the property where by no

single criterion function can be reduced without increasing at least one other objective funct ion.

A variable p' in the feasible set of decisions F is said to be efficien t if and only if there does not

exist any other point p E F such that:

a) <D ,(P) ~<D,(P') for all i=I, ... ,n

b) <D /p) < <D /p ' ) for at least one).

If p' is efficient, then <D(p ' ) is called a non-dominated point. Within the Pareto-optim al

set, there are two classifications of so lutions. The first are solut ions known as weakly efficient;

and within this set there is a subset of solutions that also satisfy the additional condition of being
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strictly efficient. From the above definitions, these are conditions b) and a) respectively. AIso

note that the objective functions here are assumed for minimization.

In addition, a feasible solution p E F is considered properly effi cient if it is efficient and

has bounded tradeoffs among the objectives:

For all i and pEF satisfying <DJp) < <D 1(p) , there exists an index j where

<D J (p) < <D J (p) such that,

<D (p)-et> (p)
I I ~ 1\1/ , where M > a is a real number.

<D /(p)-<D/p)
. .

Figure II: Two Criteria Pareto-frontier
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Figure I I (above) illustrates a Pareto-frontier (non-dominated set) in the criteria space for

two objectiv e function s. Points in the attainable/feasible set (shaded region) that are not on the

boundary are sub-optimal because they are dominated by at least one other point, i.e. both ii (PJ

and h (PJ can be improved (reduced ). For any point on the Pareto frontier, if ii(PJ is to be

decreased, thenhCp) must be increased , and vice versa.

Elaborating on the concept of non-dom inance we state the following comparisons with

respect to the decision and criteria spaces:
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• Either / ~ p' if and only if <1>(pl) ~ <D(p2) (Strict inequality for at least one

objective)

• Or pi -< p 2 if and only if <1>(/) ~ <1>(p 2) (Strict inequality for at least one

objective)

• Or pi _ p 2 ifand only if <1>(pl) = <1>(p 2)

• Or / -<~ p2 ifand only if <D(/) <> <1>(p2).

The comparison pi ~ p 2 denotes that pi dominates p', Stated alternatively, <1>(/) is

better than the given evaluation <1>(p 2) on at least one objective function and it is not worse on

any of the others.

For / -<~ p2 , this indicates that neither solution is dominating the other, i.e. a solution

performs better on some criteria than the other, and worse on others. The symbol ' ~' signifies

indifference.

Figure 12: Non-dominance and Weak Efficiency
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Figure 12 (above), point / is dominated by point pi because pi is located in the cone in

91" with vertex /; the sides of which are parallel to the coordinate subspaces ~H "· I. Point l is not

efficient because it is weakly dominated by l in that it is worse on the first criterion, but equal on
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the second. We can see that p' -<>- p3 because p3 is better than p i on criterion 2, and worse on

criterion 1. Therefore, both solutions are considered part of the Pareto set. AIso note that

minimization of the objective functions is assumed.

For completeness, we give the formal definitions of a cone and convexity as stated in

[Ehrgott, 2005]:

A subset C ~ RP is called a cone, if ad E C for all dEC and for all a E R , a> 0 .

A cone C in RP is called :

• Nontrivial or proper if C of 0 and C of J{ ' ,

• Convex if ad' + (I - a)d 2
E C for all d'; d2

E C and for all 0 < a < I ,

• Pointed if for dEC. d of 0, -d ~ C, i.e., C (l (-C) ~ {O} .

Figure 13: Continuous and Disconnected Pareto Frontier
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Figure 13 (above) illustrates a feasible set in continuous space. Points on segment AB

are all weakly efficient with point B being strict ly efficient. Curve CD comprises efficient

solutions. Toge ther, segment AB and curve CD make up the Pareto frontier. All points in the

cone PI are dominated by point p, which is non-dominated itself because cone P2 does not contain
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any points from the feasible set. In addition to being disconnected , the set of non-dominated

points need not be convex.

We now introduce ideal and nadir points as the lower and upper bounds respectively on

non-dominated points [Ehrgort, 2005]:

The ideal point p i = (~ I , ... , p i) is given by p/ = min <P (p).
n pe F I

The nadir point p N = (~N ,... , p,:) is given by p'N = max <P,(p) .
(' EF

Since these indicate the range of attainable values for a Pareto set, they can be useful in

finding a preferred solution from the set of efficient solutions. The efficient set of solutions does

not need to be calculated to compute the ideal point, which makes finding it relatively simple.

Figure 14: Ideal and Nadir points
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In summary, we find that the elements of multi-criteria optimization problems are:

• The feasible set F,

• The objective function vector <P =(<Pi"'" <P,J : F ~ R",

• The objective space R" ,
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• The orde red se t ( R" ,~ ),

• The model map 8.

The fir st thr ee elements make up the data of the probl em. The model map es sentially

provides a link between the objective space an d the ord ered set. From this, we ge t our

afo rementioned definition of minimizat ion (Eq. 6).

4.2.2 Method Classifications

There are three main categories of multi-criteria decision making methods [Huang &

Masud , 1979]:

• a priori arti cul ation of preferences

• a pos teriori art iculation of preferences

• Progressive articulation of preferences

With a priori methods, indi vidual objectives are aggre gated into a s ing le utility funct ion ,

effectively reducing the problem to a sing le objective before opt imization occurs. Computational

effici ency with these algorithm s is good , because optimization happens onl y once. In a posteriori

methods, a non-inferior so lution set is fir st computed , and then a single so lution is sel ected from

that set based on preference trade-offs , For pro gressive methods, de cision making and

optimization occur concurrently . That is, on ea ch cy cle preference information is util ized to

gener ate best alt ernatives.

Discriminat ion of candidate solutions can be done through we ights, prioriti es, or goal

values. Weighting coefficients assign a level of importance to objectives, with respect to an

overall utility measure. Priorities represent the order by which the set of obj ectives should be

optimi zed. Goal values indi cate the desired level of performance for each criterion. In contrast to

weights and priorities which are expressed numerically , goals can be represented by specific

cond itions such as maintaining a cert ain level of performance on an objecti ve.

In general , finding a best compromise soluti on p' is a problem of ma ximizing the utility

of the se t of all objectives, as:
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p' = arg max(u(8(p))) = arg max(u(<D Jp),.·· , <D
11(p)))

(7)

Where an explicit utility function ca n be constructed, singl e o bj ective solutions can be

applied . However thi s is often not pos sibl e. T here exist several algorithms for multi-objecti ve

optimi zation. T ho ug h a com plete techni cal breakdown of ea ch is beyond our scope, we briefl y

mention some of the commonly used method s, and then further elab orate on the fundamental

simple weighting method . More detail s can be found in [Liu et al., 2003 ] and [Ehrgott , 2005 ].

The method of wei ghted sums atta ches wei ghting coeffi cients to the o bj ect ives,

effectively produc ing a sing le sca lar objective . Wh ere the so lution set is non- con vex, thi s method

may be ineffect ive . A technique that can a lleviate so me of the co nvex ity problem s is the E

constraint method . Here, a main objective is minimized while th e others are expressed as

inequal ity const rai nts . Dis ad vantages ar e that users mu st selec t a ppro priate va lues of the

con st raint in ord er to find a feasible soluti on ; and that hard constraint s are often inadequate for

represe ntin g desi gn obj ect ives . An other method known as ' m inimax', attempts to find a best

co m promise by min imi zin g the dev iation between feas ible so lutions and the ideal point (see pg .

55), g ive n a set of weights.

We now descr ibe the ge nera l pro cess of a pplying the s im ple we ighting method for

gener ating efficient solutions as in [Liu et a I., 2003]. A tw o criterion opt imization problem can

be stated as :

• M inimize <D,(p) ,

• Min imize <D 2 (p),

• wh ere p E F .

Then, g iven that compen sati on am on g the tw o crite ria is all owed , and that the image of

the feas ib le set in the criteria space is convex , we can rewrite the probl em as a sing le utility

functi on as :
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where (1)1 ~ 0, (1)2 ~ 0 are weighting factors.

(1)
Dividing the equation by (1), (given that (1)1 > 0 ) and designating (1) = _ 2 yields:

(1)1

cD (p , (1)) = <D , (p) + cv<D2 (p).

Since the feasible set is convex, the optim al solution here wi ll also be efficient. Which

particular so lution is generated varies with the selection of cu.

Figure 15: Simple Weighting Method Linear Indifference Curves

cD 2 ( p)
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The objective function essentially represents the line given by:

<D , +cv<D 2 = a, or

I a .
cD 2 =- - <D I +- , where a IS constant.

(1) (1)
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I a
C learly we ca n see that the s lope is - - , and the ve rtica l inte rce pt is Figure 15

W W

(above) dem on strates the sa me line at two separate pos itions 10 the feasible objective space.

Since all po ints on the lines have the sa me we ighted objective va lue, the lines are referred to as

linear ind ifferen ce curves. T hus, points Band C are eq ua lly effi cient (o r equa lly ineffi cient as the

cas e may be) .

T he so lution is fo und by movin g the ind iffere nce line ( in parall el ) towards the origin unti l

it becomes tangent to the feasible set. This is represented by point A in the figure, an d we can se e

tha t it is ind eed efficien t.

Setti ng differ ent weights basically has the effect of rot ating the indifferen ce line so that

different solutions are found .

Figu re 16: Sim ple Weighting Meth od with Different We ights

In figu re 16 (above), (il l is set to 00 > Wi > o . This yields the so lution at poi nt D. Whil e

the we ig ht of the second objective func tio n is increased , it come s at the ex pe nse of the first

criterion. Conve rse ly, wi th the weight (il 2 set to to > w2 > 0, more weight is atta ched to

mi nim izing the fi rst object ive at the co st of increasing the second, and we ge t the so lut ion at point

E.
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With a weight se t to 0, the deci sion mak er is essentially ignoring the second o bj ec tive and

solely atte mpting to optimize the first. Likewise, with weight set to CI), the first obj ective is not

con sidered and only <D 2 (p) is minimized.

O ptimization probl em s wi th more objective functions are so lve d in a simi lar fashion.

Though we reiterate that in a non-convex criteria space, this technique may not be ca pa ble of

generat ing effic ient sol utions from the Pareto fronti er.

4.2.3 Pareto Set Construction and Sequential Elimination Algorithm

In a continuous space, there may be an infinite number of effic ient solutions. Ev en in a

discrete space, the possib ility of a large number of solutions is high , due to the co nfl icting

objective s. Hen ce , the proce ss of deci sion mak ing invo lves tw o main ste ps :

I. Constructing the se t of effici ent so lutions

2. Finding the best compromise so lution from the Pareto set

As previousl y me nt ioned , we can have a Pareto se t that is co ntinuous or discr ete,

connected, or disconnected , linear or non-linear. In add itio n, the ty pe of algorithm we apply to

our probl em is largely dictated by whether or not its effic ient set exhibits convexity .

Figure 17: Convex Pareto Frontier

~
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For a Pareto frontier to be considered convex, any given pair of points within the set must

be connectable by a line segment that does not intersect with the curve generated by the efficient

set of solutions. An example of this is shown in Figure 17 (above).

Conversely, in a non-convex Pareto set, there exists at least two points where the straight

line connecting those points does cross the Pareto set. This is illustrated in Figure 18 (below). It

can be seen that although segment AB does not cross the non-dominated set, segment CD

does , thus making the set non-convex.

Figure 18: Non-Convex Pareto Frontier

cD,(p)

Though we would like our algorithm to handle cases of non-convexity regardless, we can

al so show that generation of a convex Pareto frontier cannot be guaranteed for each firm on each

deci sion cycle. In Figure 19, we demonstrate a case where a non-convex Pareto set is formed .

The figure is a screenshot of an application that solves the decision making problem for a single

firm. By manually setting the values of the constant sensitivity parameters , we can see the

resultant Pareto frontier shown in red colour in the criteria space. The area in the decision space

corresponding to the Pareto set is also highlighted in red.

Worth noting, is that although the multi-criteria decision making problem is inherently

continuous in nature, we elect to use a discrete approximation of the decision space (in turn

leading to a discrete criteria space) in order to greatly reduce computing complexity.
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The graph on the left s ide of the figure (dec ision space) shows the deci sion variables of

qualit y and promotion, and the graph on the right side shows the image of the feasibl e set in the

crit eria space (obj ective/c riteria space) , with objectives of risk and gain; (risk is modelled using

additional decision variables in the Java applet, thou gh this is just for testing purposes), Notice

that since we are minimizing the obj ective functions , we plot risk against negative gain .

The red points indicate efficient solutions. By inspection, we can see that it IS not

po ssible for the two non-dominated points in the cri teria space (marked by the two arrows) to be

connected by a line with out crossing the Pareto frontier, thu s suggesting non-convexity.

Figure 19: Example of Possible Non-Convexity in Market Game
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In addition to being non -conv ex, we can c lassi fy our multi-cr iteri a decision mak ing

problem as discrete (since we are discr et izing the co ntinuous space) , fin ite, connected (in that the

interv al between each successive discrete point on the Pareto fro ntier is the same), and non -lin ear.
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Before determining the Pareto set, we approximate the feasible set in the decision space

with a fixed number of points. In this case, the term feasible refers to constraints applied by the

decision variables. Since we are not dealing with firms taking out loans or paying back debt, the

maximum borrowing factor is fixed at I (i.e. neutral). This means that spending on promotion

and quality cannot exceed 100% of the net budget; hence the triangular shape of the decision

space. For example, in Figure 19, the maximum borrowing factor is 2.5, so if we consider the

point at 2.5 on the x-axis (promotion), we can see that there is no budget left for quality. After

the discrete set of points in the decision space is generated (i.e. the set of potential solutions),

each point is mapped over to the objective space to form a feasible set. From there, optimization

process begins which consists of determining the Pareto set and finding the optimal point in it.

The Pareto set construction involves searching the finite feasible set and comparing each

element to the remaining ones, removing those that are dominated. The algorithm is given in

figure 20 (below).

Figure 20: Pareto Set Construction Alzorithm
-Input: Feasible set vector

Loop through each element i in the feasible set

Loop through each element j in the feasible set

Loop through each criterion

If either element (given i~j) is >= (i.e.

worse) on the objective, mark it as such

(increment value).

If either element is worse than the other on both

criteria (dominated point), then remove it from

the vector and decrement the loop indices.

Return Pareto set vector

Note that the algorithm also eliminates all weakly dominated points. All points that are

better than all other points on at least one criterion are non-dominated and remain part of the

efficient (Pareto) set.
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The final step is to select a point from the Pareto set that represents a best compromise

solution. This is based on the additional information about the firm's attitude to risk and gains;

with n critertia it is expressed as asset of n weights. This in effect represents their level of

partiality to the objective functions. The weights are defined as:

WI + Wz +...+ wn =1 , where n is the number of criteria, and W ~ O. (8)

Since in our case the problem is not necessarily convex, we employ an algorithm known

as 'the sequential elimination of the poorest alternative'. With K points in the discreet

approximation of the Pareto set, this algorithm guarantees finding the balanced (optimal) solution

in K-1 iterations, no matter what the shape the original infinite Pareto frontier has. Originally this

method has been applied towards optimization of ball passing decisions in a digital soccer game

[Kyrylov, 2006].

The idea underlying this algorithm is in eliminating the least suitable point from the

Pareto set by considering just one criterion on each iteration. Since all criteria are applied in

turns, the elimination process ends in a balanced solution if the size of the set K is substantially

greater than the number of criteria n.

The weights are essentially the probabilities that a specific criterion will be selected for

minimization on the current iteration. Hence they give each firm an individual strategy

characteristic. For example, one player may wish to take high risk, while the other plays more

cautiously. These attitudes are initialized at the beginning of the game and remain fixed

throughout. With greater weight assigned to the risk factor, higher-risk alternatives would be

more likely to be eliminated, leaving lower risk alternatives for potential selection. Thus risk

aversive strategies are characterized by higher weights of the risk factor.

The sequential elimination of the poorest alternative algorithm is given in Figure 21.
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Figure 21: Sequential Elimination Algorithm
S : = P;

Loop (k : = 1 to K-l) (where K is the number of elements in

the Pareto set)

Wi th probability Wj, randomly select the i" criterion;

Find element xeS having the maximal value of gj(x);

Remove x from S;

Return last element in S

Where the set of all alternatives is denoted by X, xeX is a decision vector. The Pareto

set mapped back to the decision space is then given by p'cX, and the criteria functions are

designated as gl (x) ... gn(x).

On each cycle, the poorest alternative of the selected criterion is removed from the set.

Obviously, those objectives with higher probabilities (those that firms are more biased towards)

will be selected more frequently. For example, consider a firm that has been initialized with a

weight of 0.3. This gives a 70% chance that the criterion for maximizing gain will be selected for

optimization. Likewise there would be a 30% chance of minimizing risk. Whichever criterion is

selected, the point with the maximum value (Le. the worst alternative) is eliminated from

contention,

This is repeated until only one decision vector remains. The computational complexity of

the algorithm is O(K2
) . Another attractive feature is that it does not rely on any prior information

about the objective functions.

4.3 Parameter Estimation

As previously described, the market model we have presented (chapter 3) requires several

unknown parameters of market gaining effort (Eq. 4) be estimated for each player. In real life,

these parameters stand for the prior knowledge possessed by the decision makers. In our model,

we use the parameter estimates obtained as described below.

To reiterate, our requirements (section 2.2) are that the estimator be optimal,

deterministic, and non-linear. Optimality refers to the need to minimize the degree of error in
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estimation. The estimator should be deterministic in that it should take advantage of multiple

noisy measurements input into the system as feedback. The requirement for non-linearity is

obvious, as the process to be modelled (market gaining effort) is intuitively a nonlinear function.

As the model parameters of our interest cannot be measured explicitly, we are using an

implicit method of estimation. Thus we define the problem of estimating the implicit effect of

disturbance dy on process y from the measured effect of disturbance on x, d., as in [Brosilow &

Joseph, 2002]:

Process modelled as:

Xes) =A 1(s)d(s) +pis)u(s),

yes) = bT(s)d(s) +py(s)u(s), where

x(s) == (p xl) vector of secondary measurements,

yes) = scalar primary output variable to be controlled,

u(s) == manipulated (scalar) variable,

AT(s) == (p x n) matrix of transfer functions,

ails) = transfer function relating inputs i and outputj,

bT(s) == (1 x n) vector of transfer functions relatingy(s) and des),

pes) == transfer function matrix relatingy(s) and u(s),

des) = random input disturbances process.

In effect, the vector of measurements refers to our unknown parameter vector (which is a

set of constants) and the output is the market share optimality criterion. Random disturbances

may come in the form of uncertainties with respect to the market. We assume these disturbances

to be white, and distributed normally from a zero mean. We also assume that there is no

correlation between the process and measurement noise. Basically, firms are able to make

educated guesses as to the predicted state of the market based on the past. These measurements

may not be entirely accurate because firms do not have a precise view of their opponents' actions.
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Thus we need a way of using these measurements to make an optimal estimate of the

system/process (market share criterion) which cannot be measured directly. This can be thought

of as a black-box where by firms can see the output of the system, i.e. the market share, but they

cannot directly observe the internal states of the system, i.e, the parameters of the market share

function. A technique for filtering out the inherent disturbances and arriving at a best estimate of

the process is known as the Kalman filter.

Before delving into the subject of the Kalman filter, we provide definitions for mean and

covariance with respect to matrix algebra from [Lay, 2003], since we refer to these terms

throughout our discussion.

Let [X, ... XN] be a p x N matrix of observations (where p represents the number of

coordinates of each vector. The sample mean of observation vectors XI, .. "XN is:

For k = 1,... ,N, let X k = X k -M.

The columns of the p x N matrix B = [Xl' .. XN] have sample mean of zero. Then, the p

x p covariance matrix S is given by:

S=_l_BBT •

N-l

For elements S=[s;j], where i=j the scalar values represent the variances, i.e. the spread of

the values on Xj of a vector X that varies over the set of observation vectors. Where i#j, the

elements represent the correlations between x, and Xj'

Traditionally, the Kalman filter has been used for such applications as aerospace, radio

communications, embedded systems, robot localization, and trajectory control [Simon, 2001];

less frequently, it has also been used for economic growth forecasting [Bomhoff, 1996], and other

fields. By using the Kalman filter in the field of business modelling and simulation, we thus

further extend the area of application of this advanced technique.
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The Kalman filter uses a set of mathematical equations to provide recursive means to

estimate the state of a process so as to minimize the mean of the squared error. It supports

estimations of past, present, and future states, and does not require the precise nature of the

system to be known [Welch & Bishop, 1995]. In what follows, we discuss the discrete Kalman

filter as described in [Ribeiro, 2004], [Welch & Bishop, 1995], [Sorenson, 1980], [Maybeck,

1979], [Miller & Leskiw, 1987], and [Simon, 2006].

Figure 22: Kalman Filter Application
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The Kalman filter uses smoothening in that it optimally combines two unbiased estimates

of the state vector to obtain an improved estimate. One is the measurement and the other is the

previous known state. Unbiased estimates are those where the expected value is the same as that

of the quantity being estimated. One of the key features of Kalman filters is that they can

incorporate all information that can be passed to them to estimate the variables of interest. This

includes all available measurements (with any degree of precision). To do this, it uses knowledge

of the system/measurement dynamics, noise, measurement errors, and uncertainty in the models.

Due to the recursive nature of the filter, previous data does not need to be kept in storage and

reprocessed each time a measurement is taken. This is in contrast to other solutions such as the

Wiener filter [Brown & Hwang, 1992], which operates directly on all data for every estimate.
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For this reason, the Kalman filter also provides us with a practical solution in terms of

implementation.

We now modify the previous process formulation to fit the general filtering model:

Let x(k + I) = j(x(k) , u(k), w(k)),

z(k) = h(x(k), v(k)) be state dynamics of a general non-linear time-varying system, where

• X E iW is the system state vector

• f( ....) defines the system's dynamics,

• U E min is the control vector,

• w is a vector containing system error sources,

• Y E mr is the observation vector,

• h( ... .) is the measurement function,

• z is a vector representing measurement errors.

Given:

• f, h, noise characterization, initial conditions,

• set of controls, u(O), u(l), ... , u(k-I),

• set of measurements, y(l), y(2), . .., y(k),

Find:

• best estimate ofx(k).

The state, x E 91 n
, of a process to be estimated by the Kalman filter is governed by the

following linear stochastic difference equation:
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IWith measurement Z E R m
; Z k = Hx k + Vk

(10)

The variables Wk and Vk, represent the process and measurement noise respectively.

Though we do not know the precise values of the noise at each time step, we can still

approximate the state and measurement vectors without them. The noise is white, independent,

and has normal probability distribution. The covariance matrices are then defined as:

pew) ~ N(O,Q) ,

p(v) ~ N(O,R), where

N(m, P) denotes a normal distribution with mean m, and covariance P.

The matrix Q represents covariance of the state random component change, and R gives

the measurement noise covariance.

The matrix A is of dimension n x n, and relates the state at time step k - I to the state at

the current step. The matrix B is an optional control input to the state x. The matrix H is of

dimension m x n, and relates the state to the measurement Zk.

The filter works by taking the noisy measurements and applying corrections, then using

the corrected estimates to make new predictions for the next time step. So there are essentially

two phases to the filter - the "time update", where a priori predictions are made of the current

state and error covariance for the next step, and the "measurement update", where the predictions

are adjusted a posteriori to account for errors in the prediction. The measurement updates

provide feedback to the system in that they incorporate the new measurements to improve the

priori estimates. Figure 23 demonstrates the discrete Kalman filter algorithm.
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Figure 23: Discrete Kalman Filter Operation

Time Update ("Predict")

(1) Project the state ahead

x; = AXk_1 + BUk_1

(2) Project the error
covariance ahead

Initial estimates for:
i k_1 Pk- I

Measurement Update ("Correct")

(l) Compute the Kalman gain

x, = r;H T (HPk- H T +Rr1

(2) Update estimate with
measurement Zk

(3) Update the error covariance

The error covariance matrix P, tells us how much confidence there is in the state:

Note that the a posteriori state estimate reflects the mean (or first moment) of the state

distribution.

Since H converts the state to a measurement, the difference between the actual

measurements and the measurement prediction gives us the measurement prediction error,

(Zk -Hi;) or 'innovation' vector. Given this vector, the Kalman gain specifies by how much

the state should be adjusted. Thus, the corrected a posteriori state estimate xk is drawn from the

a priori estimation made on the last time step x; combined with the weighted difference between

the actual measurement and the measurement prediction Kk(Zk - Hx;).
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The (n x m) Kalman gain matrix is essentially a 'blending' factor that minimizes the a

posteriori error covariance Pi. Rewriting the equation we get:

(11)

As the measurement error covariance R approaches zero, the gain K weights the

measurement innovation (residual) more heavily:

lim K, =H- 1
•

Rk~O

Also, as the a priori estimate error covariance p.- approaches zero, the gain weights the

residual less heavily;

lim K, =O.
Pk-~O

What this means is that the actual measurement z, is trusted more as the measurement

error covariance tends to zero, and the predicted measurement is trusted less. Likewise, Zk is

trusted less as the a priori estimate error covariance tends to zero, and the predicted measurement

is trusted more.

4.3.1 Extended Kalman Filter

We have discussed the discrete Kalman filter for parameter estimation. However this

method works only on a linear stochastic difference equation [Welch & Bishop, 1995], and as is

evident, we are dealing with a non-linear process. The solution is to linearize the movement

model about the current mean and covariance - this technique is known as the extended Kalman

filter (EKF) which we now describe following the references listed in the previous section.

The linearization involves using partial derivatives from the movement model (i.e. the

process and measurement functions) to extract the estimates. This is achieved with the use of

Jacobian matrices [Magnus & Neudecker, 1999].
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A Jacobian matrix is a matrix of first-order partial derivatives of a vector based function.

It gives the best linear approximation to a differentiable function near a given point.

Given a function F:fJ{'~fI{" with components Yl(X\, ... ,xn) , ..• , Ym(xJ, ... ,xn) , the Jacobian

matrix of F is the m x n matrix:

Byl Byl
oXt oXn

Bym Bym
oX1 oXn

Figure 24 shows the Kalman filter algorithm, modified to handle a non-linear process.

Figure 24: Extended Kalman Filter Operation

Time Update ("Predict")

(1) Project the state ahead

x; =!(Xk_P Uk_pO)

(2) Project the error
covariance ahead

r; =AkPk_1A[ +WkQk-lW/

Initial estimates for:
Xk_1 Pk- I

Measurement Update ("Correct")

(I) Compute the Kalman gain

x, =P;H[(ll,/fH[ +VAV:t

(2) Update estimate with
measurement Zk

(3) Update the error covariance

~ = (1 -KkHk)~-

The new process is directed by non-linear functionsj, and h:
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(13)

Where f relates the previous state to the current state, and h relates the state to the

measurement.

To linearize the movement model, we form approximations of the actual state and

measurement vectors as [Welch & Bishop, 1995]:

• A is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives ofJwith respect to x

W(n (A 0)
::::> Ar',l]=-a Xk_1,U k_l,

xU]

• W is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives ofJwith respect to w

Tv. W(n (A 0)::::> (I,l] =-- Xk_I,U k_l,
8wU]

• H is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of h with respect to x

• V is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of h with respect to v

I Note that time step subscripts are omitted for the Jacobian matrices; however they do change on each
cycle,
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Worth noting is that the Jacobian matrix H, affects the Kalman gain such that only the

relevant part of the measurement is carried over. This means that it will only magnify the part of

the residual that affects the state, even if there is not a one-to-one mapping between the

measurement and the state [Welch & Bishop, 1995].

4.3.2 Filter Implementation

We reiterate that by estimating the unknown parameters of market gaining effort, we

simulate the prior knowledge that in real life a firm possesses about the world in which it is

acting. Even though it is not always precise, this knowledge is normally in place. So we want to

obtain estimates of the four sensitivity parameters from: W = (bp + Po )ap tbq + go t q
, which are

Po, ap , qo, and aq • These represent that prior knowledge. The measured parameter in our case is

the market share gained as a result of certain sets of actions by the firms.

The filter is run at the beginning of the simulation (before the main loop) for each player.

Players take trial actions at each recursive level, and measurements of the market share are taken.

The trial actions are generated randomly in order to uniformly fill the space of all feasible actions.

The procedure ends when reasonably good precision of the parameter estimates is achieved.

Figure 25: Market Gaining Effort Parameter Estimation
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If during the simulation the difference between the actual market share and expected

market share grows (to a user defined amount), the filter re-computes the parameters. Since there

is no movement in the model i.e. the parameters remain constant, the filter complexity is slightly

reduced in that the transition matrix A is simply equal to the identity.

Before estimating the parameters, the following initialization is used:

For function f = (bp + Xof' (bq + x2f' , the state vector

x=[Po ap qo aqf.

(16)

Due to the constraint that Qp + Qq = I, we can simply set Qq = I - Qp, and reduce the state

vector to three elements.

Since our certainty in the model is low, we initialize the error covariance matrix as:

00 0 0 0

0 00 0 0
p=

0 0 00 0

0 0 0 00

The variances are set to a large amount (usually the maximum integer value allotted on a

given platform), and there are no correlations between the parameters.

Noise levels are adjustable, and are set at the discretion of the user.

Although we are dealing with a process containing a single function, we have not limited

our implementation by hard coding the Jacobian matrix calculations. The framework should

facilitate possible future modifications to the economic models. Thus, our calculations are close

approximations for the partial derivatives. Matrix arithmetic is done using the Java Matrix

Package (JAMA). The high level algorithm is shown in Figure 26.
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Fi2ure 26: Hiah-Level Al20rithm for Jacobian Calculation

-Input: Number of functions, Parameter vector, ~

Loop through each function, f

Loop through each parameter, p

Loop through updated parameter, u

if(c p){

else

updated[u]

~) i

updated[u]

parameter[u] + (param[uJ*

paramater[u]i

JacobianMatrix [fJ [pJ = calculateFunction (f,

updated) - calculateFunction(f, parameter) /

(~*parameter[pJ) .

For each function we are computing the derivative with respect to each parameter. These

elements then make up the Jacobian matrix as described previously.

Figure 27: Derivative Approximation

f(x+ Ax)

f(x)

x x+t:.x

8f f(x+t:.x)-f(x)
- ~ -=--'-----=--.......::.--=--...:....
ax t:.x

For example, the derivative of the (h function of vector h with respect to the /h parameter

of vector x is given by:
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4.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter we described the overall architecture of the competitive service market

game including the internal workings of firms and consumer behaviour. Moreover, we have

established a multi-agent framework that conforms to the requirements of our simulation domain.

We have also provided the theory behind the methods applied for multi-criteria decision analysis

and parameter estimation that allow for firms to make optimal decisions with respect to their

objective functions.
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5 APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED
FRAMEWORK

Our effort in this section is to verify our multi-criteria decision making model and

Kalman filter operation. To test the current implementation of the framework, we then simulate

various scenarios where players with different attitudes towards optimality criteria are pitted

against each other and observe their decisions and the consumer reaction.

5.1 Method Verification and Validation

Referring back to our simulation domain requirements, we want the outcomes of the

competitive service industry game simulations to display broad trends that are suggestive of the

real world. Aggressive behaviour should lead to increased gains in market share, and

alternatively passive players should be able to lessen risk. Firms with similar attitudes should be

observed to be more competitive with each other.

Before setting up our sample gaming simulation scenarios we run tests to ensure that the

Kalman filter is converging on the parameters and that the multi-criteria decision making

algorithm is selecting Pareto-optimal alternatives.

5.1.1 Filter Verification

Since we do not know the actual values of the parameters and there is no movement in

the business model (i.e. the parameters remain constant), we can verify convergence of the filter

through comparing the average estimation error. Therefore, we devise an independent example

of the filter with movement in order to demonstrate its properties and functional correctness of

our implementation. The system is modelled as follows:
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[ ~X+ I ] = [~ ~][~ \ j+ [T;2la \
.\+\ .x J where p represents posit ion and v gives velocity.

The value of T represents the ti me between two con secuti ve steps, and ax factors noise.

Figure 28 sho ws the Kalm an gain properties with increasing am ounts of process noi se.

As we would expect , with a higher degree of noi se, the Filter put s greater cre dence on the

measurement since there is less confidence in the es timation. We can see that with process noise

of 100, the filter ga in sett les close to 0.6, meaning that it is relying heavil y on the measurement.

With minimal process noise, the ga in easily converges to zero , indicating that adjustments due to

the mea surem ents hav e minor significance.

figure 28: Extended Kalman filter Gain with Varying Process Noise
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Figure 29: Filter Convergence (0 Process Noise)
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Figure 30: Filter Convergence (0.1 Process Noise)
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Figure 31: Filter Convergence (10 Process Noise)
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Figure 32: Filter Co nve rge nce (100 Pr ocess Noise)
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Th e four figures abo ve (Fig . 29, 30 , 31, 32) demonstrate the filter convergence for each

of the variations in pro cess no ise, which meet s qu alitat ive ex pectations. C lea rly, as the noi se is

increased the process becom es more errat ic, and thu s estimat ion s are re lying heavily on

measurements that are tightl y spaced around the skewed process. Wh en process noi se is

relatively low (as in the first three graphs) and the filt er gain settles ne ar zero, little stock is

placed in the measurement error and the filter converges c lose to the actual pro cess.

T hus we can surmise that the de veloped im plem entation is va lid for practi cal purposes.

5.1.2 Kalman Filter Convergence

The table and figure below (Ta ble 2, Fig. 33 ) illu strate the average est ima tion error of the

six unknown mod el parameters by the ex tended Kalm an filt er across 200 simulat ion runs. We

ca n see that by the sixth step in the filter cyc le, the filter has achieved near conve rge nce. Thi s is

expected, s ince there is no present noise or mov ement in the model , the filter should con verge

after n recu rsive cycles, where n represents the number of parameters to be estimated .

Table 2: Kalman Filter Error Estimation

Step Average Estimation Error

1 157.8441
2 147.071
3 92.19721
4 3.088113
5 2.126457
6 1.10E-08
7 3.00E-09
8 2.68E-09
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Figure 33: Average Parameter Estimation Error
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Modelling of process noi se is beyond our scope; however this could manifest itself in a

number of ways as external market conditions can skew the perception of market gaining effort .

5.1.3 Multi-Criteria Decision Making Trial

The two figures below (Fig. 34, 35) illu strate the feasible area in the decision space and

its pattern mapped into the criteria space. The yellow triangle is the decision found within the

multi-criteria decision making module. Note that the maximum borrowing factor is set to 1

implying that the sum of the promotion and quality of service decision variables should be less

than or equal to I; (no extra funds are borrowed, yet some funds are diverted to the outside if

p+q<l). Thus, in this case although borrowing is a deci sion parameter it can essentially be

neglected since firms do not borrow greater than a factor of 1. This allows us to view prom otion

and quality from a neutral standpoint when comparing the spending between firms in the

simulations.

Within the discrete, finite decision spac e, the mapped Pareto set is highlighted , along

with the final selection. The criteria space shows a convex set where we can observe visually that

the frontier is being accurately computed. T hroug h manually tuning the parameters outside of the

main simulation, we can graphically verify the functional correctness of the algorithm.
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Although an investigation of the computational performance of the decision making

a lgo rithm is beyond our sco pe , we found that the decision space had to be limited to less than five

thousand discrete points in ord er to obse rve smooth and timely operati on on our test platform.

The number of dec ision variables and objective function s present would also obviously limit the

ex ec utio n speed. Thi s could pot ent iall y hinder the achievable level of rea lism give n the high

degree of complexity involved in acc urate ly modelling suc h criteria as risk.

Figure 34: Decision Space Illustration
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figure 35: Criteria Space Illustration
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5.2 Competitive Market Scenario

Now that we have established the fun ctionalit y of the techn ologies co mpos ing the

fra mework, we run several scenarios to observe the qualit ative trend s that emerge . The purpose

of our firs t scenario is to see if mult i-criteria decision making ca n be ap plied towards se lection of

bud get items that res ults in compe titive market beha viou r amongst firms .

5.2.1 Simulation Properties

The simulated ga me consists of two players/firms wh o eac h have the same goals. A goal

is identified as a firm' s partialit y toward s the criteria of gaining market sha re and minimizing

risk . In this case, eac h firm has a weight of 0.5, meaning that there is a 50% chance of selecting

e ither criterion (risk or negat ive ga in) for mi nimization once the Pareto set has been computed.

Agai n, the lower the weight, the greate r tend ency the player has toward s maximizin g market

sha re . Co nverse ly, wi th high er weights, players sho uld tend to spend less on opera tio ns.
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There are J00 simulation cycles, on each of which firms make budget decisions . Market

response is given in the form of consumer loyalty, market share , and risk. The maximum

borrowing factor is set to 2, meaning that firms may spend up to twice their budget at the cost of

assuming greater risk.

We note that in our current implementati on, simulating two firms is sufficient for

evaluating the competitive nature of goal-based agents. Adding a third firm would allow for

observation of more complex dynamics in terms of consumer reactions; however this is not

necessary for the inspection of basic market response.

Also, we currently model two decision variables (operational expenses) and two

optimality criteria (risk and gain). Having opposing criteria (i.e. those that cannot necessarily be

minimized s imultaneously) allows us to analyze the balance between the two. Criteria that do not

conflict with each other effectively defeat s the purpose of our multi-criteria decision making

methods, since they could simply be aggregated into a single utility.

Likewise, players taking actions compri sing two decision variables is adequ ate for

examining the distribution of budget for firms. Incorporating more variables serves only to

increase the dimension and complexity of the decision space, and does not add value towards

analysis of the MCDM properties.

5.2.2 Player Decisions

The three figures below (Fig. 36, 37, 38) demonst rate the spending of firms on promotion

and quality of service as well as the amount of borrowing in the market game simulation.
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Figure 36: Promotion (with Borrowing, 0.5 VS. 0.5)
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Figure 37 : Quality (with Borrowing, 0.5 VS. 0.5)
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Figure 38: Borrowing (0.5 VS. 0.5)
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Im mediately we noti ce a large number of oscill ations in the dec ision variables. This

co uld be due to the sho rt planni ng per iods for firms. A lso , across most of o ur trials we observed

spending on promotion to be ge nerally higher than th at of qu ali ty of serv ice . These an omalies

warrant furthe r investigation . A poi nt worth no ting tho ugh is that isolated spikes in spendi ng on

qual ity of serv ice in our simu lations can al so be att ributed to the natu re of con sumer loyalty.

Since past ac tions taken with res pect to qu ali ty have an effec t on the current consume r loyalty

fac to r, a single sp ike in qu alit y ca n a llow a fir m to retai n co ns umers over the du ration of several

cy cl es, thu s allowing them to spend more on promotion.

What we can see is that where players have equa l goa ls, spend ing o n operatio na l

expen ses for both fir ms rem ains s imilar. Th is is what we would expect in order for both firm s to

rem a in competit ive in the market.

As both playe rs have we ights of 0.5 in this case, th eir tend en cies are to select Pareto

optimal points that effectively ba lance a ll criteria. Thi s is why spending on operati on s is roug hly

split at 50 % for each budget item . A lso , the average borrowing fac tor is approx imate ly J,

meanin g that a lthoug h firm s bo rrow up to the lim it, they both spend und er bud get at points, thus

indicating a des ire to pay back loans (i .e . manage risk).
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5.2.3 Market Response

The three figures below (Fig. 39, 40, 41) demonstrate response to the budget decisions

made by firms in the form of consumer loyalty, market share, and short-term risk.

Figure 39: Consumer Loyalty (0.5 vs, 0.5)
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Figure 40: Market Share (0.5 vs. 0.5)
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Figure 41: Short-term Risk (0.5 vs, 0.5)
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The consumer loyalty gra phs give us a picture of the current effect of the acc um ulat ion of

investment in quality of service. Thi s factor levels off at the point where firm s Jearn how much

they need to spend to remain competitive. Here we obse rve that both firm s mak e con sistent

attempts at re ta ining their cu stomer base . At the start of the s im ula tion there is approximately a

40 % sprea d in market sh are bet ween the two firm s, but thi s gap stead ily closes as the firms adjust

to each othe r 's spend ing habits . Also, there are 6 lead ch anges in market share ov er the duration

of the game, further indicating the competitive nature of the firms where their goal s are the same.

Both firm s also ass ume relatively the sa me amount of risk throughout.

Across our trials where both firms em ploy the same beh aviours, risk remained

comparatively the same for the two, and market share fluctu ated on average within bounds of

0.35 and 0.65 with standard deviation of 0.07 for the course of the simulation, demonstrating

competitive behaviour. Thus, we find that multi-criteria deci sion making can be a viable method

for se lect ion of budget items that lead to balanced criteria, where firms ha ve s imilar attitudes

to ward s those criteria.

5.2.4 Considering Idling Consumers

Due to the closed world nature of the con sumer model implementation, the effect of

promot ion is less visib le in our sce na rios . Market share takes a sy mmetrica l sha pe which is
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expected since within our implementation promotion serves only to distribute defectors and

consumers would logically switch to the alternate service provider upon defecting from their

current one.

In extreme cases, consumers may be permitted to idle in the market place. In cases where

this occurs, the total market share amassed by both firms would be under 100%. Realistically this

would not happen in the telecommunications industry as consumers typically require steady

service from one provider or another. However this effect can be achieved by simply modifying

the consumer response where dissatisfaction to quality of service for both firms leads to a

percentage of consumers who elect to idle in the market without service from either firm. Once a

player increases its consumer loyalty factor above a given threshold, this pool of consumers

would then transition to that firm. Note that with the early state-transition consumer behaviour

model it would be impossible to correctly simulate such scenarios since there was no concept of

'memory' where consumers are able to react to past experience with quality of service.

In such cases, where all firms in the market employ overly cautious tactics, their spending

would be naturally lower and quality of service would suffer. Thus there would be instances

where consumers would opt to go without service until firms increase their level of quality.

5.3 Players with Opposing Goals

In this scenario, we wish to evaluate the multi-criteria decision making method's ability

to balance criteria where firms have opposing goals. To do this, we initialize player 1 with a

weight of 0.2 and player 2 with a weight of 0.7. This means that player/firm 1 has a 20% chance

of minimizing risk and an 80% chance of maximizing gain in selecting a final budget decision

once the Pareto optimal set has been computed. This indicates the firm's aggressive nature, and

we would expect that it borrows and spends more on operations in order to maintain a higher

market share.

Conversely, firm 2 has a 70% chance of selecting risk for minimization and only a 30%

chance of maximizing gain. Thus, the firm would be more likely to play cautiously, and attempt

to minimize risk factor.
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All other initial conditions remain the same as in our competitive market scenario.

Below (Fig . 42-48) we present the graphs for the decision variable s and market response as in the

previou s scenario. In addition, we include the graph for the cumulative risk factor upon which

short-term risk is based.

Figure 42: Promotion (with Borrowing, 0.2 VS. 0.7)
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Figure 43: Quality (with Borrowing, 0.2 VS. 0.7)
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Figure 44: Borrowing (0.2 vs. 0.7)
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Figure 45: Consumer Loyalty (0.2 vs. 0.7)
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Figure 46: Market Share (0.2 vs, 0.7)
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Figure 47: Risk Factor (0.2 vs, 0.7)
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Figure 48: Short-term Risk (0.2 vs, 0.7)
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Here, we are able to ob serve sev era l trend s. No ta bly, players w ho have greater tendency

to maximize market share are consistently spe nd ing more on operational cos ts, and a lso steadily

take market share away from their competitors . This is in line with wh at we would generally

expect since the market ga in ing effort rei ies on the basic principle of allocating bud get towards

promotion and qu ality of se rv ice for increased ga ins. Those players who att empt to ga in market

share need to spe nd more on operational expen ses whi ch is a reflection of the reactive cons umer

model. To spe nd mo re, the y in turn borrow more money whic h is wh y we see co sts for

promotion and qu ality occas ionally exceeding 100% .

Since co nsume r loyalty never drops below that of it's competitor for player I, it never

loses share ov er the course of the game. Areas where consumer loyalty tap ers off (such as

s imulation cycl es 51- 61 for player 2) indicate more sudden dry spells in spend ing on quality.

This is sin ce consumers begin to respond as the rate of qu ali ty drops .

Throu gh out o ur trials, we ob served that the rate a t which market sha re is ga ined generally

depends on the amo unt of difference between firm s ' individual goal s. Wh ere firms have widely

differing goal s as is the ca se here, market share is gained more quickly for the aggress ive firm.

In reality , firm s would obviously hav e to pay back their debts (with int erest). However,

since we do not include fin ancing or pricing in our s imp lified model , we omit thi s factor; though
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we can still ob serve the risk optimality criterion. The risk graphs give a view of the cumulative

risk based on smoothened borrowing factor as we have de scribed previously. This a llows us to

more easi Iy view the ratio of risk between the players at any g iven time step. In the long term ,

risk accumulates because firms are essent ia lly not paying back any of the funds they borrow.

It is evident that although pla yer 1 ga ins market share, it do es so at the cos t of ass uming

much greater risk by borrowing significantly more than that of its competitor. We can see that

player 2 makes severa l attempts to keep up, by borrowing funds in spikes at sever al points during

th e ga me, however it is not en ough to overcome its passive nature and tendency to minimize risk.

This highlights a key weakness in the multi -criteria decision making method . In cases

where the play er personalities are further apart , there is less compe titive action as the more

aggress ive player stea ls market sha re much more quickly. Thi s demonstrates th at a lthoug h both

players are mak ing Pareto optimal dec isions based on the optimality criteria, the se lec tion of an

alternative from the Pareto set has a significant impact on the outcome. In suc h ca ses, multi

crite ria deci sion making alon e may not be enough to effectively balance all criteri a.

As seen in our MCDM trial , nearl y 25% of all points in the ima ge of the feasible set were

Pareto optimal. The large spread of these points can lead to a more skewed bud get selection if

the player is extremely biased towards a particular criter ion. Thus, a potential enhancement could

be to allow player s to dynamically change their goa ls during the course of the ga me . Cautious

players may also see further ga ins if the risk factor considered consumer loyalty in add ition to

borrowing. In other words, dangerously low levels of quality of service would lead to higher risk ,

and force pass ive firm s to spend mor e in order to better balance thei r criteria.

5.4 Kalman Filter vs. Fixed Parameters Scenario

Having o bserved the properties of the implemented multi-criteria decision making

technique and con sumer resp on se model , we now turn our att enti on to the Kalman f Iter to test

whether it offers an advantage. To do thi s, we run trial s wh ere both firm s are using the sa me

strategy (weights at 0.5), however one firm employs the extended Kalman filt er for parameter

es t imation, and the other ha s fixed parameters (a t 0 .5). For the filter we fix both process and
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measurement noise at a factor of 10. The idea is that we want some noise in the system, but not

to the degree that would hinder our ability to eva luate the Kalman filter ' s aptitude for convergi ng

on the parameters.

In this case, we would expect the firm with the Kalma n fi Iter to eventually take control of

the market without taking on significantly greater risk than its competition. We can then compare

the results to those from our first comp etitive market scenario, where both players implemented

the filter and all other attributes were the same.

Below, Figures 49-55 illustrate the player actions and market response for a single tria l

run as per our previous simulations.

Figure 49: Promotion (with Filt er vs. without Filter)
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Figure 50: Quality (with Filter vs, without Filter)
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Figure 51: Borrowing (with Filter vs, without Filter)
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Figure 52: Consumer Loyalty (with Filter vs. without Filter)
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Figure 53: Risk Factor (with Filter vs. without Filter)
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Figure 54: Short-term Risk (with Filter vs. without Filter)
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Figure 55: Market Share (with Filter vs. without Filter)
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In the simulation, player 1 utili zes the filter and player 2 does not. This scenario is

indicative of results obtained across the board - i.e. the agent with the filter steadily gains total

market share by maintaining better consumer loy alty while borrowing only marginally more than

its filter-less competitor. It generally takes about 30 cycles for the filter to establish a consi stent

advant age (i.e. where there are no additional lead ch anges in market share), although thi s "sweet

spot" would be different depending on its competitors ' strategy . Firms may take longer to adjust

to more aggressive opponents.
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Across 50 trial runs, we found the filter allowed the finn to ga in control of the market

100% of the time while spending an average of 10% more on operational costs.

This is in stark contrast to trials where both agents implem ent identi cal method s, as seen

in our competiti ve market scenario. In this case, we see far less tluctuation in market share, and

there are only two lead changes that occur early in the simulation. We can thus conclude that the

Kalman filtering techniqu e is a viable approach to parameter estimation with in competitive

market simulation.

5.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter we have run several scenarios that have allowed us to make qualitative

observations as to the emergent trends from the market game . We have verified that our multi

criteria decision making module is able to produce Pareto-optimal decisions based on the given

set of criteria. In addition, the Kalman filtering technique appears to be a suitable so lution for

converging on the unknown parameters of the market gaining optimality criterion.

The basic trends we have been able to observe are retlective of the requir ements of our

simulation domain. Aggressive firms spend more and see better gains. Passive firms borrow and

spend less and thus see reduced risk. Althou gh individual attitudes appear to be a dominating

factor with respect to balancing of optimality criteria, competiti ve behaviour manifests itself most

prominently where firms emplo y similar goals.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

6.1 General Discussion

Through exploratory study, we have presented a high-level design and pre liminary

assess ment of a gaming framework for modelling compe titive service industries. We have found

that multi-agent based modelling methodol ogy provides a suitable foundation for fac ilitating

intelligent player behaviour in an automated simulation.

In the case of the telecommunications market example, a particular component of

modelling rational behaviour is the problem of attemptin g to balance several rewards and risks for

the purpose of distributing budget across variou s expenses. We have demo nstrated that once a set

of objec tives (that are functions of the decision variables) has been defined, multi-criter ia

dec ision making theory can be applied towards selection of a Pareto-optimal so lution. This

so lution most effective ly balances optimali ty criteria when competing firms have similar

indiv idual goa ls.

In order for multi-objective optimization to be applied, there is an addi tional problem

within the agent decision making process specific to the criteria present in the market model.

Name ly, that of estimating unknown parameters of the modelled non-linear sys tem. The

extended Kalman filtering algorithm serves as an effec tive so lution to this problem as it has been

proven to minimi ze estimation error, and is computationally efficie nt in its recursive nature.

The dynamics of modell ing the effect of promotion and quality of serv ice on consumer

behaviour are obviously much more complex than those we have implemented. However, in

building on the existing model , we have demonstrated how memory of past experie nces can
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affect current decisions. In addition , we have taken a more realistic approach to consumer

modelling in terms of computing requirements.

With our framework, we have highlighted how the implemented technologi es are able to

support competitive business games by providing the necessary means for firms to estimate the

actions of their competitors in order to make informed decisions that lead to more favourable

output in terms of market response and mitigation of risk. Above all, we undersc ore the

exploratory value of the agent-based paradigm. Though it may exhibit limited predictive ability,

it has demonstrated that subtle modifications of behaviours can lead to the emergence of

macroscopic qualitative trends that would not othe rwise be obviou s. This was most evident as we

gradually scaled the personal attitude s of firms and found MCDM to be less effecti ve at

managing criteria when their bias toward s either objective function was further apart .

At the current level of development, the framew ork is only in very initial stages and is

not ready to be used in practical application . Though we believe that based on our early findings

that we have taken a valid approach that can lead to further investigation and development.

6.2 Futu re Directions

In addition to expanding the market model implementation, there are a few other

interesting research directions that can stem from this research. A study of computational

efficiency of the algorithms would benefit the work from a practical application standpoint.

Parallel izing the algorithms could allow for not only faster execution, but addition al types of

agents such as individual consum ers and governmental agents.

Another avenue could be to see how well the framework scales to other types of models.

We would like to see the framework develop to complement existing models in economics, for

the benefit of business decision improvement and the research community at large.

"The real danger is not that computers will begin to think like men, but that men

will begin to think like computers." ~Sydney J. Harris
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APPENDIX

Additional scenarios (maximum borrowing factor fixed at 1, actions taken every 3'd

simul ation cycle to improve readability) :

Figure 56: Spending on Promotion (0.2 vs. 0.1)
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Figu re 57: Spending on Quality (0.2 vs. 0.1)
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Figure 58: Con sumer Loyalty Factor (0.2 VS. 0.1)
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Figure 59: Market Share (0.2 VS. 0.1)
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Figure 60: Spending on Promotion (0.2 VS. 0.3)
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Figure 61: Spending on Quality (0.2 vs. 0.3)
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Figure 62: Consumer Loyalty Factor (0.2 YS. 0.3)
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Figure 63: Market Share (0.2 YS. 0.3)
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Figure 64: Spending on Promotion (0.2 vs. 0.6)
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Figure 65: Spending on Quality (0.2 \'S. 0.6)
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Figure 66: Consumer Loyalty Factor (0.2 \'S . 0.6)
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Figure 67: Market Share (0.2 VS. 0.6)
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Figure 68: Spending on Promotion (0.5 VS. 0.1)
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Figure 69: Spending on Quality (0.5 VS. 0.1)
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Figure 70: Consumer Loyalty Factor (0.5 vs. 0.1)
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Figure 71: Market Share (0.5 vs. 0.1)
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Figure 72: Spending on Promotion (0.5 vs, 0.3)
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Figure 73: Spending on Quality (0.5 vs, 0.3)
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Figu re 74: Consumer Loyalty Factor (0.5 vs. 0.3)
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Figure 75: Market Share (0.5 vs, 0.3)
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Figure 76: Spending on Promotion (0.5 vs. 0.6)
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Figure 77: Spending on Quality (0.5 vs. 0.6)
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Figure 78: Consumer Loyalty Factor (0.5 vs. 0.6)
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Figure 79: Market Share (0.5 VS. 0.6)
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Figure 80: Spending on Promotion (0.5 VS. 0.8)
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Figure 8\: Spending on Quality (0.5 VS. 0.8)
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Figure 82: Consumer Loyalty Factor (0.5 vs. 0.8)
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Figure 83: Market Share (0.5 vs, 0.8)
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Figure 84: Spending on Promotion (0.9 vs. 0.3)
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Figure 85: Spending on Quality (0.9 vs. 0.3)
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Figure 86: Consumer Loyalty Factor (0.9 vs, 0.3)
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Figure 87: Market Share (0.9 vs. 0.3)
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Figure 88: Spending on Promotion (0.9 vs. 0.8)
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Figure 89: Spending on Quality (0.9 vs. 0.8)
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Figure 90: Cons umer Loyalty Factor (0.9 vs. 0.8)
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Figure 91: Market Share (0.9 VS. 0.8)
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Figure 92: Sp ending on Promotion (0.5 VS. 0.5)
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Figure 93: Spending on Quality (0.5 VS. 0.5)
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Figure 94: Consumer Loyalty Factor (0.5 vs. 0.5)
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Figure 95: Market Share (0.5 vs. 0.5)
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Additional scenario (maximum borrowing factor fixed at 2):
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Figure 96: Promotion (with Borrowing, 0.5 YS. 0.6)
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Figure 97: Quality (with Borrowing, 0.5 VS. 0.6)
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Figure 98: Borrowing (0.5 YS. 0.6)
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Figure 99: Consumer Loyalty (with Borrowing, 0.5 vs. 0.6)
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Figure 100: Market Share (with Borrowing, 0.5 vs. 0.6)
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Figure 101: Risk Factor (0.5 vs, 0.6)
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Figure 102: Short-term Risk (O.S vs. 0.6)
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Additional scena rio (with potentially idling consumers due to poor QoS for both firms):

Figure 103: Promotion (Idling Con sumers, 0.7 vs. 0.7)
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Figure 104: Quality (Idling Consumers, 0.7 vs. 0.7)
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Figure 105: Borrowing ( Id ling Consumers, 0.7 vs. 0.7)
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Figure 106: Consumer Loyalty (Idling Con sum er s, 0.7 vs, 0.7)
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Figure 107: Market Share (Idling Consumers, 0.7 vs. 0.7)
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Figure 108: Risk Factor (Idling Consumers, 0.7 vs. 0.7)
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Figure 109: Short-term Risk (Idling Consumers, 0.7 vs. 0.7)
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